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Abstract

On many of today’s most popular Internet service platforms, users are confronted
with a seemingly endless number of options to choose from, such as articles to
purchase on online shopping sites, music to listen to on online streaming platforms,
or posts to read on social media. As a solution to this choice overload problem,
recommender systems have been integrated into more and more websites and appli-
cations to help users find items that they might like or that could be useful in their
current choice situation.

In recent decades, research on recommender systems has mostly been driven by
offline performance comparisons, in which each new approach is compared to the
state of the art in terms of its ability to retroactively predict user preferences in
historical data sets. However, such a purely algorithmic research approach can only
capture one of the many factors that contribute to a useful and engaging recommen-
dation experience from a user perspective. In fact, a variety of aspects can influence
how recommendations affect users’ decision-making processes and how users per-
ceive recommendations, including details regarding the recommender system’s user
interface or subconscious cognitive effects evoked by the recommendations.

In this thesis by publication, selected works of the author are presented that inves-
tigate different aspects pertaining to the design and evaluation of recommender
systems from a more user-focused perspective. The first part of the thesis outlines
each of these publications and positions them within the research context. The
presented works investigate (i) how recommender systems interact with their users,
(ii) how recommender systems should be evaluated with the user in mind, (iii)
possible biases in user studies, (iv) an algorithmic strategy to re-rank recommen-
dation lists according to individual user tendencies, and (v) two phenomena based
on which recommendations can subconsciously influence user decision-making pro-
cesses. The second part of the thesis, the appendix, contains the aforementioned
publications in full. The presented studies demonstrate that it is imperative to de-
sign and evaluate recommender systems with the user in mind, taking into account
the intricacies of interaction details, recommendation list composition, user context,
and decision-making processes.
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1Introduction

“The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.”

Richard Hamming

What started out well over three decades ago as a vision in the mind of Tim Berners
Lee of how humans could exchange information via a worldwide computer net-
work [Ber89] has fundamentally changed the way humans live and interact with
each other. Today, social media enables people worldwide to communicate in real
time and even face-to-face via video chats. The Internet has not only connected
humans in a way never before thought possible but also enabled completely new
forms of e-commerce and online entertainment. Instead of choosing movies from
a limited set of options in a TV guide, thousands of movies are available at con-
sumers’ fingertips to stream on televisions, laptops, or even smartphones. Maybe
most impressively, however, today’s consumers can buy almost anything online from
the comfort of their home and have it delivered to their doorstep, sometimes even
on the same day.

Although the Internet is nearly universally hailed as one of humanity’s most in-
fluential achievements, not all developments brought about by the Internet are
necessarily a blessing. Take, for example, a challenge that consumers are increas-
ingly facing: the ever-growing size of item catalogs, such as in online purchase
scenarios or on streaming websites. More options to choose from should, in general,
be an advantage for consumers. However, when the number of options becomes
too vast to inspect manually, consumers can experience adverse effects, hindering
their ability to decide in a reasonable amount of time and reducing their satisfaction
with their eventual choice [SGT10]. In this context, recommender systems (RSs)
can help consumers by filtering the available option space and identifying a set of
items that they would most likely be interested in based on, for example, knowledge
about item features, past user actions, or community trends. Given the usefulness
of recommendations not only as decision aids for consumers but also as marketing
tools for retailers, recommender systems have experienced a sharp growth, in recent
decades, alongside the popularization of the Internet itself. Apart from online shops,
which regularly feature one or even multiple different forms of automatically gener-
ated suggestions, these recommender systems can also be found in online streaming
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services, for example, for music or movies; in social media; or even online dating ser-
vices. Furthermore, the application of recommendations is not limited to traditional
purchase scenarios. On the contrary, in settings where consumers pay a flat-rate
subscription fee to access a certain service, such as movie streaming sites, service
providers are also increasingly employing state-of-the-art recommender systems to
make their extensive item catalogs more accessible to users. This, in turn, reduces
decision effort, which makes consumers more satisfied with the provided service,
ultimately serving the provider’s goal of customer retention [Gar+14; GH15].

Just as recommender systems have become more common in the online world, so
too has research on this topic increased over recent decades. Today, the field offers
many avenues for research, such as user modeling aspects, RS interface design, and
the application of recommendation in novel domains. However, by far the most
common research topic of academic RS publications is the improvement of existing
recommendation algorithms to achieve higher performance, i.e., matching users’
tastes more accurately. In this context, a common research setup is to propose
a new or improved algorithmic approach for generating recommendations and to
subsequently evaluate the performance of this approach against state-of-the-art
baselines on historical data sets. These historical data sets usually comprise user
click logs or item ratings collected, for example, from movie streaming websites or
online shops. To compare algorithm performance, this data is partly revealed to
the recommendation algorithms to train their prediction model and partly hidden
to evaluate the algorithms’ ability to predict the users’ hidden preferences or click
actions [Her+04].

Over time, this style of offline evaluation has become the de facto standard for
academic performance estimation of RS algorithms, which has given researchers a
well-defined goal and a simple means of testing their ideas in a comparable way.
As a consequence, increasingly complex recommender algorithms have been pro-
posed over the years, ranging from simple rule-based strategies [Bur00], traditional
nearest-neighbor methods [Sar+01], item feature-matching approaches [PB07],
and latent feature factorization schemes [Fun06; KBV09], to the recently emerging
field of deep neural network recommendations [CAS16; Hid+16]. This constant
search for more accurate RS algorithms has undeniably driven the field forward in
a major way. In the past, algorithmic proposals were often conceptually fundamen-
tally different from previous approaches, which led to large performance increases
over previous state-of-the-art baselines. However, in today’s research publications,
algorithmic proposals are often only of an incremental nature—changing minute
details of previous implementations—and thus sometimes lead to only minor perfor-
mance increases in offline experiments. Additionally, only a few studies [Bro+16;
CGT13] actually show a connection between the offline performance of a recom-
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mender algorithm and its online success, and many studies indicate that offline and
online results are essentially unrelated [BL15; Eks+14; GH15; JH09].

Given this discrepancy, it is concerning that the RS literature still largely focuses
on offline experiments with sometimes only marginal performance increases. In
contrast, even small changes in the RS user interface design can have a fundamental
effect on the user’s perception and acceptance of the recommendations. For example,
in the experiments by Garcin et al., changing the position of the recommendation
component on the website from the bottom of the page to the side resulted in
a 125 % increase in the click-through rate [Gar+14]. Such examples serve as a
reminder that offline experiments can create a disconnect between researchers
and the target audience of the products being studied. In algorithmic research
papers, users are often treated as a mere preference vector, which reduces the
human component to an easily quantifiable system component. While such an
abstraction level might be desired if pure algorithmic accuracy is the research goal,
it is questionable whether such research can have any real-life impact for users of
recommender systems and system providers.

In contrast, studies that evaluate proposed approaches in a way that considers online
success or user satisfaction—for example, by deploying the proposed approaches on
real-world websites or by conducting laboratory studies—are still underrepresented
at conferences such as the ACM Conference on Recommender Systems [Per+18].
Similarly, studies on topics such as RS user interface design or domain-specific
interaction challenges are often relegated to workshop publications because of chal-
lenging publication requirements for non-quantitative studies. This situation further
incentivizes researchers to use offline evaluations for their performance analyses in-
stead of complex setups involving human subjects. Finally, another often overlooked
research topic is the effect of recommender systems on human decision making. In
this context, numerous publications [Ado+12; Ado+13; Köc+16; Köc+18; NLF10]
have shown that the presence of a recommender system, as well as the items it
recommends, can affect the user’s decision behavior, for example, by having a per-
suasive effect or by influencing the user’s post-decision confidence and satisfaction.
However, along with the above-mentioned user interaction topics, this research
sub-field is still largely absent from the main tracks of major conferences.

This thesis investigates how to design and evaluate recommender systems from
a more holistic perspective. Based on selected studies, a vision of recommender
systems is presented that keeps the user in the loop, for example, by evaluating rec-
ommender systems with the user in mind instead of simply working with historical
data sets, by considering cognitive effects that recommender systems might have on
users’ decisions, and by including user preferences in a more multifaceted way in
RS algorithm designs.
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1.1 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. The remainder of this introductory section
presents the author’s peer-reviewed publications on which the thesis is conceptually
based. In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of RS design and evaluation are illustrated,
with an emphasis on the sub-fields relevant to the thesis, which include user-focused
evaluation and interaction aspects. Then, Chapter 3 shows how novel application
domains of recommender systems can be explored with the user in mind, i.e., by
combining results from offline evaluations on historical data sets with practical
insights from controlled user studies and online deployments. As an example, a
systematic evaluation in a novel RS application domain is presented. Here, users of
an interactive machine learning tool are assisted via recommendations of context-
appropriate machine learning or data-processing building blocks. In Chapter 4, the
importance of considering user characteristics during evaluation is highlighted. To
this end, the chapter presents an exemplary user study investigating how a specific
user bias can influence study outcomes if not accounted for. Given the evidence
that considering the user is crucial when evaluating recommender systems, Chapter
5 takes a deeper look at how users can be more strongly considered during the
design of recommender systems. In this context, a novel post-processing strategy
is presented which considers user preferences in a multifaceted way during the
recommendation process. Finally, Chapter 6 examines how recommender systems
can affect users in their decision-making processes, for example, by subconsciously
biasing them toward certain item attributes.

1.2 Publications

This thesis by publication includes six of the author’s peer-reviewed publications. In
the following, the author’s individual contribution to each publication is stated. A
complete list of publications can be found in the appendix.

Interacting With Recommenders—Overview and Research Directions. This
paper was a joint work with Dietmar Jannach. The author of this thesis per-
formed the initial literature search and categorization. He also wrote major parts of
the manuscript.

Michael Jugovac and Dietmar Jannach. “Interacting With Recommenders—Over-
view and Research Directions.” In: Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems
7.3 (2017), pp. 10:1–10:46
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Supporting the Design of Machine Learning Workflows With a Recommenda-
tion System. This journal article was written in collaboration with Dietmar Jan-
nach and Lukas Lerche. A previously existing small code base [JF14] was substan-
tially extended by the author of this thesis to accommodate a much wider range
of (contextualized) algorithms. The offline experiments and real-world log data
analyses presented in the paper were conducted by the author of this thesis, and he
also contributed to the writing of the paper.

Dietmar Jannach, Michael Jugovac, and Lukas Lerche. “Supporting the Design of
Machine Learning Workflows With a Recommendation System.” In: Transactions
on Interactive Intelligent Systems 6.1 (2016), pp. 8:1–8:35

Item Familiarity as a Possible Confounding Factor in User-Centric Recom-
mender Systems Evaluation. This journal article was a joint effort with Dietmar
Jannach and Lukas Lerche. The author of this thesis collaboratively developed the
recommender system used in the user study with Lukas Lerche. The user study was
supervised by the author of the thesis, and he also wrote parts of the text.

Dietmar Jannach, Lukas Lerche, and Michael Jugovac. “Item Familiarity as a
Possible Confounding Factor in User-Centric Recommender Systems Evaluation.”
In: i-com 14.1 (2015), pp. 29–39

Efficient Optimization of Multiple Recommendation Quality Factors Accord-
ing to Individual User Tendencies. This paper was a joint work with Dietmar
Jannach and Lukas Lerche. The author of this thesis designed and implemented
the Personalized Ranking Adjustment algorithm and wrote major parts of the
manuscript. Lukas Lerche assisted with the experimental evaluation, and Dietmar
Jannach wrote and improved parts of the paper.

Michael Jugovac, Dietmar Jannach, and Lukas Lerche. “Efficient Optimization of
Multiple Recommendation Quality Factors According to Individual User Tenden-
cies.” In: Expert Systems With Applications 81 (2017), pp. 321–331

New Hidden Persuaders: An Investigation of Attribute-Level Anchoring Effects
of Product Recommendations. This journal article was a joint work with Sören
Köcher, Dietmar Jannach, and Hartmut H. Holzmüller. The author of this thesis
performed the log data analysis described in Study 1; contributed to the literature
review (as part of the section Conceptual Background); and conducted a preliminary
eye-tracking study, which eventually led to the experiments detailed in Study 3. He
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also helped to improve parts of the manuscript, which was primarily written by
Sören Köcher.

Sören Köcher, Michael Jugovac, Dietmar Jannach, and Hartmut H. Holzmüller.
“New Hidden Persuaders: An Investigation of Attribute-Level Anchoring Effects of
Product Recommendations.” In: Journal of Retailing 95.1 (2018), pp. 24–41

Investigating the Decision-Making Behavior of Maximizers and Satisficers in
the Presence of Recommendations. The research presented in this paper was
conducted in collaboration with Ingrid Nunes and Dietmar Jannach. With the
help of Ingrid Nunes, who preprocessed the training data, the author of this thesis
implemented the recommendation component employed in the user study as well
as the user study frontend itself. He supervised the study, and he also prepared and
analyzed the resulting data. Writing the paper was a collaborative effort among
all authors.

Michael Jugovac, Ingrid Nunes, and Dietmar Jannach. “Investigating the Deci-
sion-Making Behavior of Maximizers and Satisficers in the Presence of Recommen-
dations.” In: Proceedings of the 26th Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and
Personalization (UMAP ’18). 2018, pp. 279–283
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2Background

As a foundation for later chapters, this chapter briefly introduces the field of rec-
ommender systems. In Section 2.1, the main design philosophies of commonly
used recommender systems are explained. Section 2.2 presents an overview of
how the real-life usage of recommender systems (e.g., in industrial settings) differs
from academic research and how this disconnect increasingly affects the progress
in the field. Finally, Section 2.3 surveys the literature for studies that try to bridge
this gap by considering human-recommender interactions as a key component of
their research.

2.1 Design Philosophies of Recommenders

From a technical perspective, RS design has changed tremendously in recent decades,
partially due to key discoveries of novel algorithmic approaches. In addition, given
the more widespread usage of recommender systems on a variety of websites, novel
use cases for recommendation algorithms have also changed how recommender
systems are designed. In this section, the motivators of RS design and key design
philosophies are introduced.

2.1.1 Use Cases That Drive Algorithm Design

Traditionally, recommender systems have often been used as a tool to generate sug-
gestions based on long-term preferences of users. In this context, an often-mentioned
example are video streaming platforms, where users watch videos on a regular ba-
sis [GH15]. In this case, a sizable user profile is available, either as a simple watch
history or as a set of ratings if the platform offers this functionality. Based on this
historical user profile data, RS algorithms can generate suggestions in preparation
for the next user visit. Such recommendations are commonly displayed within a
front-page widget with a title such as “recommended for you.”

In contrast to the application scenario mentioned above, some use cases feature no
previous information about the user’s long-term preferences. For example, when a
customer wants to buy a new car, the decision is normally not based on stable long-
term preferences, but on the customer’s current requirements and desires. In this
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case, recommender systems can still be applied, but they have to collect preference
information on the spot, which is commonly accomplished by asking the customer a
set of questions. The answers can then, for example, be checked against a knowledge
base and a set of rules to determine the most fitting car choice [Bur00].

While the formerly-mentioned use case of recommending based on long-term prefer-
ences is still among the most popular RS applications, over time, other use cases have
gained popularity. For example, as catalogs of online retailers become larger and
larger, displaying just a single list of recommended products that does not consider
the current user context can be insufficient. Instead, websites like Amazon1 display
a variety of recommendation widgets on each product page that are tailored to the
user’s situation. These include (i) alternatives to the currently inspected product,
(ii) complementary products, and (iii) product recommendations based on recently
inspected items. In the last case, a range of different approaches have recently been
proposed to address the problem of adapting recommendations to the user’s short-
term preferences—called session-based recommendation schemes [Hid+16; JL17].

In other domains, specific use cases can also dictate algorithm design. For example,
on streaming platforms, recommendations solely based on long-term preferences
might lead to a rather monotonous listening or watching experience. To achieve a
more pleasant user experience, several more specific RS applications are possible on
such sites. A music recommender approach might, for example, be used to (i) pro-
vide a list of song suggestions that exhibits a certain level of genre diversity [JKL17;
KJ17], (ii) allow the user to interactively discover new tracks [Zha+12], or (iii)
automatically generate coherent playlists for specific occasions [JLK15].

In addition to the use cases mentioned so far, Jannach et al. list a variety of further
application scenarios both from the user’s and the provider’s viewpoint—which they
term purposes of recommender systems [JA16]. These include proactive recommen-
dations, which have become more prevalent recently in the form of mobile push
notifications, as well as group recommendations, in which a recommender system
can assist a group of people in achieving consensus. In Figure 2.1, an overview of
the mentioned use cases is provided.

As demonstrated by these examples, different application scenarios impose different
requirements on the design of recommendation algorithms. Understanding the
application scenario should thus be considered essential not only to the design
process of commercial recommender systems but also to academic research.

1https://amazon.com
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Figure 2.1: Use cases of recommender systems.

2.1.2 Common Recommendation Approaches

Given the growing variety of application scenarios for recommender systems, a wide
range of technical approaches for generating recommendations have been proposed
and successfully applied. In the literature, these approaches are generally grouped
into three families that distinguish themselves from each other mainly in terms of
which data sources are used.

Content-based filtering (CBF) works by exploiting item features, e.g., by comparing
the features of the items the target user previously consumed with other potential
candidate items’ features [PB07]. This kind of recommendation approach can also
be useful for those previously mentioned use cases in which alternative items are
displayed in the context of a focus item. For example, when a customer is shopping
for a laptop, the currently inspected laptop’s features (e.g., processing power or
RAM size) could be used to find contextually suitable alternative products from
different brands.

Where content-based filtering focuses on items, collaborative filtering (CF) harnesses
user behavior or preference statements to generate recommendations. As the term
“collaborative” suggests, the idea is to use information about one user to predict the
preferences of another user. A simple example of such an approach can be explained
based on the viewing behavior of users on a movie streaming platform. In this
context, a so-called nearest-neighbor approach [Ama+11] can be used to compare
the viewing history of a target user with the viewing histories of other users to find
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a set of users with similar preferences—called neighbors. After these neighbors have
been identified, their viewing histories can be scanned again to find movies that
the target user has not watched in the hope that the target user might like these
movies. However, collaborative-filtering approaches are not limited to use cases in
which the target user’s consumption, purchase, or rating history is available. They
can also be applied on a smaller scale, for example, in the context of a target item
for which complementary items are to be displayed. In this case, a trivial strategy
could collect co-purchase statistics [SKR01], which might, for example, reveal that
laptop X is often bought together with mouse Y, leading to recommendations with
the well-known label “Customers who bought...also bought...”

Collaborative-filtering approaches have proven to be among the most versatile rec-
ommendation strategies. This is due to, on the one hand, their superior prediction
performance and, on the other hand, the growing availability of click, rating, and
purchase log data. Unsurprisingly, this has led to the creation of a wide range of CF
approaches, from (i) the simple ones mentioned above; to (ii) more complex matrix
factorization strategies [KBV09], in which user behavior data is decomposed into
latent factor vectors (akin to principal component analysis); to (iii) highly complex
deep learning schemes [CAS16; Hid+16].

Lastly, knowledge-based systems, which are mostly reserved for one-time, premium
purchase experiences, work based on item features, a set of rules, domain knowl-
edge, and the user’s expressly stated requirements [Bur00]. To this end, users
have to complete questionnaires to assess their requirements. For example, when
buying a car, users might be asked about their yearly mileage and transportation
needs, instead of having to make direct decisions on complex features (e.g., en-
gine displacement volume). Consequently, such approaches can make complicated
purchase decisions easier, especially for people unfamiliar with the technicalities
of the domain. However, to generate useful recommendations based on the user’s
requirements, a well-maintained knowledge base is necessary, which makes this
type of recommender system exceedingly rare, especially compared to near-zero
human-maintenance CF approaches.

Note that, while the categorization of approaches into families is helpful in academia,
practically applied algorithms rarely fall strictly into one of the above-mentioned cat-
egories. Instead, RS designers often combine the advantages of different approaches
to create hybrid recommenders [Bur02]. For example, system providers might com-
bine a content-based system, which does not suffer from cold-start problems since
only item features are necessary, with a collaborative system, which can improve
overall system performance as soon as enough user feedback is available.
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2.2 Success in Industry and Academia

Considering the multitude of RS use cases as well as the technical approaches
that address these use cases, unsurprisingly, numerous RS success stories have
been recorded over the years by both industrial system providers and academic
researchers [Dav+10; Gar+14; GH15; JH09]. Success, however, is not always
defined and quantified in the same way, and evaluation methodologies can differ
quite strongly. This can, on the one hand, lead to a disconnect between research
and reality, making research results unrepresentative of real-life recommendation
“performance.” On the other hand, operating with a purely business-oriented mind-
set can make system providers lose sight of individual users’ requirements, desires,
and emotional needs.

2.2.1 Industry Success

In industrial settings, RS success is often defined in terms of indirect or direct
business value. On the one hand, direct business value can be quantified with busi-
ness metrics, such as conversion rates, gross sales volumes, churn rates, or—less
commonly—revenue. In certain situations, system providers might additionally be
incentivized to push specific products or product ranges that yield higher profit mar-
gins with the help of recommendations. Indirect business value, on the other hand,
is typically quantified via proxies such as click-through rates, i.e., clicks on recom-
mended items, or other forms of user engagement, such as website visit durations.

Regardless of the chosen metric, most reports from industrial system providers fol-
low a similar evaluation methodology. First, initial performance evaluations are
conducted in an offline setting, where a range of potentially viable algorithmic ap-
proaches are compared based on historically collected data, such as click or purchase
logs. After one or more well-performing algorithms have been identified in this way,
an A/B test is conducted to gauge the online success of the approaches. In such an
evaluation setting, novel approaches are compared to an already existing recommen-
dation approach or a non-recommendation condition by exposing part of the user
base to the experimental recommender. While this evaluation strategy is not without
its flaws (e.g., susceptibility to seasonal effects), it is, to date, the most reliable way
of measuring the true online success of a recommendation technique [SG11].

2.2.2 Academic Success

Academic research, in contrast, is driven by different motivators and can often not
achieve the same realistic evaluation settings since most researchers do not have ex-
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perimental access to real-life large-scale recommender systems. As a result, A/B tests
are extremely rare in academic literature, and a large fraction of today’s research on
recommender systems is validated by offline evaluation. To this end, proposed rec-
ommendation approaches are compared against state-of-the-art baselines in terms
of prediction accuracy on historical data sets. This evaluation approach allows for
rapid prototyping and, notably, accelerated publication cycles. However, it is not
always fully clear whether the offline accuracy of such algorithms translates into
practical recommendation success [BL15; Eks+14; GH15; JH09].

Seemingly in response to this limitation of offline experiments, the volume of RS
research that focuses on user studies has recently increased to a certain degree
(see Section 2.3). While such studies cannot capture the real-life success of a
recommender system as realistically as industrial A/B tests, they can be used to
investigate qualitative aspects of the user’s perception of the recommender system.
For example, whereas A/B testers can only speculate that users are more satisfied
with a system because they spend more time on the website, researchers using
qualitative approaches can ask users directly about their satisfaction or ease of
use. These aspects might not be goals that system providers want to pursue, which
could explain why industrial publications rarely report on such qualitative studies.
However, evaluations solely based on business-related metrics might also prove
insufficient, as performance measures such as user satisfaction can have trickle-
down effects, for example, by improving brand recognition or recommend-to-friend
rates, which cannot be captured by quantitative A/B tests alone.

2.2.3 Finding a Middle Ground

Overall, both academic and industrial evaluation approaches have their advantages
and disadvantages. Academic research mostly suffers from a lack of access to real-
life systems to test approaches realistically, as well as from general pressure to
publish, which favors evaluations using historical data over time-consuming user
studies. Industrial research, in contrast, enjoys access to online evaluation platforms
to perform A/B tests that can realistically gauge user feedback and thus business
effects. However, while realistic, such experiments can lose sight of the individuals
for whom the system is designed.

To address this disconnect between industrial and academic research, a methodolog-
ical shift toward a middle ground is necessary that takes both business success and
individual users into account. This entails a more holistic strategy of evaluating rec-
ommender systems in which (i) offline experiments exist as a tried-and-trusted first-
level tool to roughly estimate recommendation performance; in which (ii) industry
cooperates with academia to enable more researchers to evaluate their approaches
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Planning Offline Testing Quantitative Lab Study

Online A/B Testing

Qualitative Lab Study

Qualitative Online Study

Result Analysis

Figure 2.2: The ideal lifecycle of an RS evaluation project. Steps without user involvement
are in orange, steps that require a live online system in green, and steps that
require lab participants in blue.

in online A/B tests; and in which (iii) qualitative studies routinely accompany quan-
titative experiments. A visualization of this ideal evaluation lifecycle is provided in
Figure 2.2.

2.3 Human-Recommender Interaction

When comparing everyday practices of evaluation with best practices, the user is
all too often overlooked, which can lead to results that are not representative of
real-world effects. However, while it is important to consider the user during the
evaluation of recommender systems, it is equally crucial do so during the design of
recommender systems, instead of just focusing on the design of the most accurate
recommendation algorithm.

Recommendation algorithms depend on components around them, such as inter-
faces that allow users to enter their preferences; visual design elements that present
the recommended items to the user; and, in certain cases, further interaction el-
ements that enable users to provide feedback on the recommendations [XB07].
These individual components can influence each other, making it impossible to es-
timate the true value of a recommender system without looking at the system as a
whole [JA16; Jan+].

This section presents an overview of possible RS interaction mechanisms, which is
fundamentally based on a previous literature survey [JJ17]. To this end, both tra-
ditional systems and more experimental forms of recommender systems that focus
on user interaction aspects in their system design are investigated. The section has
two parts. In the first part, different ways in which user preferences can be elicited
are presented. The second part focuses on approaches for presenting recommenda-
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Figure 2.3: Concepts of human-recommender interaction.

tions to users and allowing them to provide feedback. An overview of the concepts
presented in this section is visualized in Figure 2.3.

2.3.1 Preference Elicitation

Much of today’s RS research assumes that the input data for the recommendation
process is collected in the background, e.g., by observing users’ access patterns
on a shopping website or by tracking their listening history in a music streaming
application. In fact, many real-world systems use this approach, as in this way,
recommendations can be provided without any active user input. However, since
users are not asked directly about their preferences, the amount of useful information
available to the RS can be limited. For example, if a user repeatedly listens to folk
music, the system cannot judge whether it would be useful to recommend rock
music. In contrast, allowing users to specify their preferences explicitly—possibly
in an interactive or creative way—can enable recommenders to gain deeper insight
into users’ preferences, while providing users with a more engaging and potentially
more transparent experience.
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Figure 2.4: Commonly used rating inputs: binary (a) and unary (b) scales, as well as rating
scales with different options and step sizes (c–e).

Ratings

The most basic way how users can directly communicate their preferences to a
recommender system is by rating items. Such item ratings can be expressed on
either a continuous or, more commonly, a discrete scale (e.g., from one to five stars).
As this is one of the most common forms of data collection in the RS literature, a
whole range of rating interaction methods have been investigated over the years.
In general, these systems share the design goal of allowing users to express their
preference in a convenient and reliable way—i.e., without any unwanted biases due
to, for example, an ambiguous rating scale design.

To achieve these goals, several factors have to be considered, the most obvious being
the design of the rating scale itself. In academic research, scales are commonly
numerical. However, even among simple numerical scales, a variety of options
exist, for instance, regarding the number of possible rating values. Common forms
include scales from 1 to 5 or 1 to 10, often in increments of 1, or sometimes 0.5.
However, recently, simple binary options (thumbs up/down) or unary systems with
“like” as the only available action have become more common. Figure 2.4 illustrates
these most common forms of rating inputs. Users are, in general, familiar with
such rating methods, which makes them suitable for acquiring reliable preference
data. However, system providers should not underestimate the intricacies of these
seemingly simple input mechanisms. Studies have, for example, found evidence that
option labels of such rating inputs can introduce biases. For instance, Amoo et al.
identified that a scale from -5 to 5 is not comparable to a scale from 0 to 10 [AF01].
Furthermore, users react differently to scales with an even number of options than
to those with an odd number of options. In general, the literature suggests that finer
scales are preferred by users because they feel more in control [Cos+03]. However,
system providers should also consider that users take more time to rate an item on
a finer scale [SS11], which means that, in the end, trade-offs are inevitable.

As rating data is frequently used in RS research, several studies have also been
carried out with more experimental rating mechanisms, such as sliders [SS02],
pinching and tilting gestures on mobile systems [WWL13], and even emotional
rating scales [Pom+12]. Notably, such experimental approaches are not always
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relegated to academic literature. For example, in 2017, Facebook extended its
long-used “like button” mechanic for posts with emotional feedback in the form of
smileys, called Reactions.2

In terms of reliability, rating systems can suffer from biases originating on both
the user side and the system side. For example, users’ ratings may differ from their
actual opinions, or a scale may not be well designed, as already discussed. To ensure
that a rating system is as reliable as possible, providers should be aware of the user’s
context (e.g., desktop, mobile, or television [Klu+12]) and of the intended trade-off
between user effort, accuracy, and noise in the collected data. Additionally, from
a user perspective, it cannot be assumed that users can accurately express their
enjoyment of a product on a numerical scale, not least because users cannot always
easily break their preferences down into a single rating dimension. In this context,
multi-criteria ratings can allow users to express themselves along multiple scales,
e.g., in terms of the cleanliness, service quality, and price of a hotel room. Several
studies have shown that such rating methods can indeed produce more useful data
for recommendation purposes [AK07; FZ12; NHA09]. However, as always, the
additional scale complexity also increases user effort.

Another reason why users might not rate items accurately is that they are uncon-
sciously influenced in their judgment. They might, for example, be primed by
initially seeing a community rating before giving their own rating, which could bias
their opinion (see Chapter 6). Additionally, especially in academic laboratory studies,
users might be asked to rate items that they have not experienced fully [Loe+18].
They might, for example, be asked to rate their “potential enjoyment” of a certain
movie based on just its description and trailer. While such data collection methods
are commonplace in RS studies, researchers should consider that users rate items
differently depending on if they are already familiar with them (see Chapter 4).

Forms and Dialogs

Although at the moment, ratings and implicit data collection methods, such as click
tracking, are by far the most prominent forms of input for recommender systems,
other forms of user interactions have also received attention in research and practice
over the years. Among these are preference entry forms and adaptive dialog systems.
Together, these preference elicitation methods offer users a more explicit way of ex-
pressing their preferences than item ratings alone, which is one reason they are used
in situations in which reliable feedback is necessary. Examples include cold-start
scenarios or situations in which expensive goods, such as cars, are recommended.

2https://en.facebookbrand.com/assets/reactions/
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With preferences forms, websites can allow their users to enter a set of important
preferences in a short amount of time. For example, when initially entering a music
website as a new member, users might complete a form about their favorite genres
and artists. In contrast to item ratings, the limited selection of entities (e.g., genres)
makes it easier to design a questionnaire that users are likely to answer confidently
and quickly. Additionally, the broader range of preferences that can be collected with
a form-based system can also allow the recommender system to generate meaningful
recommendations with fewer interaction steps.

In academia, such systems have received little research attention. However, a few
examples exist, such as the energy-saving recommender application by Knijnenburg
et al., in which users enter their energy needs in a form [KRW11]. In practice, such
form-based techniques are quite widespread as an elicitation tool for new users in
music and movie streaming systems. However, other websites also sometimes allow
users to access a preference dialog to tweak their preference profile. For example,
on the Google News3 aggregation site, users could, until recently, access a settings
menu to enter preferences on a slider for certain news topics, such as world news
or politics.

In contrast to the static nature of preference forms, preference dialogs represent
a much more adaptive and, sometimes, even personalized way of eliciting user
preferences. Such interaction methods are mostly used when long-term preferences
do not play a large role in the choice process, for instance, in purchase scenarios
for expensive goods, such as digital cameras. In such cases, the immediate short-
term needs of the user are more important, which is why an adaptive preference
elicitation system can be a suitable option. Such dialog-based systems are usually
based on explicit domain knowledge (e.g., digital camera features) and a set of
reasoning rules. The user’s requirements are then elicited step by step and are
fed into an automated inference process that considers the domain knowledge to
identify which item features satisfy the user’s requirements (e.g., “wants to print
photographs in poster format”→ “high-resolution camera sensor”). In some more
advanced systems, the next set of questions can be chosen adaptively based on the
user’s previous answers so that the process of finding the right recommendation
becomes as efficient as possible.

While such dialog-based systems were once popular in the context of high-involve-
ment goods, they have mostly disappeared from online stores, as (i) such systems
require too much user effort and (ii) system providers are not willing to create and
maintain the complex underlying knowledge bases. However, in academic research,
dialog-based systems still fill a large niche area, starting with early approaches

3https://news.google.com
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for travel planner systems [GT00; LHL97] and culminating in more sophisticated
approaches that provide a high degree of dialog flexibility [Fel+07; JK05; JK07;
JWB05; KKP01; Lee04; Rut+08; Yah+15]. These more advanced systems can
adapt the navigation structure, content depth, or presentation format itself, for
example, based on the user’s current search goals or their expertise. Recently, the
field has seen a resurgence in research interest, as technologies such as chat bots
and voice assistants, which could be used as interfaces for dialog-based RSs, have
been popularized in mobile operating systems [Arg+18; Hol16; NR17].

Critiquing

As a mixture of dialog-based approaches and item rating systems, critiquing also
follows an iterative approach of guiding users to the best-matching recommendation.
However, in contrast to dialog-based RSs, the user is, from the beginning, exposed
to an item recommendation, which can then be “criticized” to reach progressively
more satisfying recommendations. Depending on the domain, the available feedback
options for item critiques differ. For example, in an apartment recommender system,
users might be presented with feedback options such as “larger,” “cheaper,” or “closer
to. . . ” [Bur00]. After every user critique, a new apartment is recommended until a
satisfactory choice can be made.

Since critiquing combines aspects of preference elicitation, result presentation, and
feedback, it can be classified as both an elicitation strategy and a feedback mecha-
nism (see Figure 2.3). While critiquing offers the advantages of being both simple
to understand and gratifying for users because of the instant feedback-response
mechanism, interactions might become repetitive quickly. Furthermore, the process
can be lengthy, as each refinement step might not always have a strong effect on
the recommender model. A solution for the latter point can be compound critiques,
in which multiple feature changes to the currently selected item are combined into
a single feedback cycle [CP06; McC+04; Rei+04; Rei+05; ZP06]. A compound
critiquing system could, for example, offer users a critiquing option along the lines
of “a laptop with more RAM but less CPU power” (see Figure 2.5 [ZJP08]). It is,
however, unclear whether compound critiquing can actually decrease user effort,
as studies offer conflicting results [CP06; ZP06]. Lastly, as dialog-based RSs, cri-
tiquing systems are mostly geared toward single-use recommendations, and only
a few proposals have tried to re-incorporate users’ critiquing preferences into a
long-term model.
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Figure 2.5: Compound critiquing system by Zhang et al. [ZJP08]. ©Zhang et al.

Alternative Elicitation Techniques

The methods presented so far form the backbone of most academic RS research on
eliciting user preferences. However, over the years, there have also been ventures
into more experimental elicitation techniques. Among these are emotion or person-
ality quizzes, in which the user’s current mood or general attitude toward certain
emotional content is exploited in the recommendation process [NH12]. Specifi-
cally, in emotion-driven domains such as music [Per+04], user personality (e.g.,
extroversion level) or mood can be used to tailor recommendations [Ela+13]. To
this end, the well-established five-factor model [Gol93] is often used as a basis for
questionnaires to elicit the user’s personality. Such personality or mood information
can complement explicit preference data in a mixed-data recommendation model,
or the user’s personality model can be used in cold-start situations, in which other
implicit or explicit feedback is not yet available.

In addition, a whole range of other approaches try to ascertain user preferences in
more unconventional ways. For example, Loepp et al. tried to “gamify” the elicitation
process in their study by letting users decide between two sets of movies [LHZ14].
Furthermore, several techniques have been studied in RS literature on letting users
rate or select more engaging domain entities than the items themselves. For ex-
ample, selecting pictures has been explored as an alternative form of elicitation in
the domain of travel recommendation [Nei+15], and in the movie domain, letting
users rate community tags has garnered a substantial amount of research atten-
tion [Ela+15; GJ13; IGÖ15; SSV15; SVR09].

2.3.2 Result Presentation and User Feedback

As shown in the previous sections, RS designers are able to tap a vast range of
interactive preference elicitation techniques, which can greatly improve the user
experience. However, input data collection is not the only opportunity for recom-
menders to interact with their users. After a suitable set of recommendations has
been generated, the results are presented to the user. In this presentation phase,
user interaction considerations comprise, for example, recommendation list design,
dynamic visualizations, and user control mechanisms, which are discussed below.
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Recommendation List Design

The most basic form of interaction a recommender system can engage in after
generating recommendations is displaying these recommendations to the user in
the form of a list of items. Even though this might seem like a straightforward
task, a number of design considerations can affect the user experience in this stage.
Simple, yet often crucial aspects of recommendation list design include the label
(e.g., “customers also bought”), the position of the list in the website’s layout, the
degree of descriptive detail for each list item, and the visibility conditions of the
list (e.g., in case of a pop-up solution). While all these features can, from a system
designer’s perspective, be altered quite easily, they can have a strong effect on each
user’s acceptance of recommendations and engagement with the system. This is not
least confirmed by the fact that, in real-world systems, such details are often honed
to perfection over years of A/B testing [GH15].

In addition, another obvious point of consideration when designing a recommenda-
tion list is its size, i.e., how many items are displayed at any given moment. On the
one hand, too many items might overwhelm users and thus defeat the purpose of
employing a recommender system. On the other hand, too few options might limit
the user’s choice to the point that no satisfactory item can be found and trust in the
recommender system suffers. In fact, the problem of finding a balance between too
few and too many options has long been a topic of research in the decision-making
literature [IL00; Sch04; SW07]. And, subsequently, an optimal number of options
has also been shown to exist in the context of recommendations [BGW12; RH09;
SW07]. System designers should keep this issue in mind yet be aware that there is no
magical number of options that works equally well in every domain [RH09] or with
every individual. For example, it is well known in the decision-making literature
that some decision makers—called maximizers—want to consider the whole item
space, while others—called satisficers—usually choose an option that they deem
sufficient after only inspecting a few items [Sch+02] (see also Chapter 6).

Apart from rendering a simple list of item recommendations based on the supposed
preference match between the items and the user’s profile, considering other factors
can also increase user engagement. For example, when the user’s goal is not to find
the perfect choice but to explore the item space, novelty or diversity can be incor-
porated into an accuracy-optimized list to improve the user experience [Her+04;
MRK06] (see also Chapter 5).

Finally, recommendation lists should not always be considered as isolated interac-
tion components in a website’s layout. Recently, recommender systems have become
increasingly complex, and website operators have started to incorporate more and
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more recommendations. A standout example is the user interface of Netflix4, which
consists almost entirely of personalized recommendation lists. In such situations,
designers should decide which items to present in which list and, possibly, how to
group certain items together. For example, in the movie streaming domain, items
can be grouped as “action movies recommended for you,” which can help the user
navigate through the personalized recommendation content more easily [CP08;
NLF10]. In addition, sites such as Amazon often follow an approach to recommen-
dation grouping that can help users understand how the recommendations were
generated, for example, by clustering them into groups such as “customers who
bought. . . also bought. . . ” or “similar items” [SKR01]. Such grouping approaches
are more common in practical applications, which seem to focus on these big-picture
considerations more often than academic systems.

Visualization

While lists are still by far the most common form of presenting recommendations,
several proposals, especially in academia, have considered how to visualize a set
of item recommendations in a more engaging way. One of the easiest approaches
to move from a simple list presentation to a more engaging format is to high-
light certain items or vary the amount of item detail. For example, in the Twit-
ter5-based social recommender by Waldner et al., important items in the user’s
Twitter feed are highlighted by either changing their size or coloring them (see Fig-
ure 2.6a) [WV14]. Furthermore, visualizing items to highlight certain features can
be achieved by augmenting the displayed item information, e.g., by displaying tags
that describe the item’s importance to the user [SSV15], by adding reputation infor-
mation (e.g., community ratings) [Kar+10], or by illustrating items with pictures
or videos [NLF10; YY10].

However, all of these ideas still assume a basic list format to present recommen-
dations, which is not necessarily the best solution in domains in which relations
between items are an important feature that users might be interested in (e.g., in bib-
liographic networks). In such cases, diagrams and graphs can display not only each
item’s properties but also interrelations between domain entities. Recommended
items can, for example, be connected in a graph via edges and thus clustered ac-
cording to certain group attributes, such as genres in the movie domain [VS12].
Additionally, diagram-like visualizations can help users to understand how recom-
mendations were generated. For example, in the approach by Parra et al., recom-

4https://netflix.com
5https://twitter.com
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(a) Visual highlighting system by Waldner et
al. [WV14]. ©Waldner et al.

(b) Venn diagram visualization by Parra et
al. [PBT14]. ©Parra et al.

Figure 2.6: Academic approaches to recommendation presentation.

mendations are shown in a Venn diagram [PBT14], which groups items based on
the recommendation (sub)strategy that they originated from (see Figure 2.6b).

While such structural forms of visualization can certainly express much more in-
formation about the recommendation space than simple lists, they lack a sense of
quantitative relations between items. In contrast, 2D or 3D representations can
place recommended items within a coordinate system to convey such links. Most
commonly, such approaches are used in hotel or point-of-interest recommendations,
with suggestions often placed on a 2D city map [Dal+14; Yah+15]. In more sophis-
ticated proposals, 2D or 3D spaces are exploited to a greater extent, for instance, by
showing recommended products in a cost/benefit coordinate system [BGG11] or by
organizing music recommendations in a 2D mood space extracted from latent factor
analysis [APO19]. Finally, in addition to positioning the recommended movies in a
latent 2D space, the system proposed by Kunkel et al. allows users to manipulate
the third dimension to express their likes or dislikes for certain preference “areas”
of the visualization [KLZ15].

Explanations

Another way in which recommendations can become more engaging is by providing
explanations that help the user understand why something has been recommended
to them. Explanations for recommendations can have a multitude of goals [NJ17],
which cannot be discussed in detail here. However, most commonly, explanations
are employed to make users feel more confident in their decisions and to promote
user trust through a better understanding of the recommendation process.
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As already mentioned, the simplest form of explanation that can be provided for
a list of recommendations is a label above the list along the lines of “because you
watched. . . ,” “trending,” or “inspired by your browsing history.” For specific types of
recommender algorithms, explanations can go beyond vague hints as to the origin
of a whole list, for example, in the case of knowledge-based recommendations. In
this case, the algorithm’s internal rules can be converted to natural language text to
form an explanation of why a certain product was selected from a catalog [Fel+07].
However, for other types of recommendation approaches—namely, content-based
and collaborative-filtering strategies—generating such expressive explanations is of-
ten difficult, as the recommendation logic can be highly complex. While labels such
as “because you watched. . . ” can be a useful hint for the user as to the recommen-
dations’ origin, they only represent a small part of the actual reasoning. Even for
comparably simple approaches, such as CF schemes based on neighborhood models,
a complex graph visualization is necessary to explain the algorithm’s reasoning to
the user, which is why such forms of explanations have, so far, been exclusively
used in academia [ODo+08; SHO15]. For more complex models, such as latent
factor models, explaining the recommendation logic directly can be even more
difficult [RSZ13]. In these cases, an auxiliary explanation technique can be used
post hoc to find plausible explanations, for instance, based on tags [BK14; GJG14;
VSR09]; metadata, such as movie actors [SNM09]; or keywords [NFT13].

However, explanations do not just serve as a passive way of informing users. They
can also allow users to interact with the system by giving feedback and correcting
reasoning assumptions expressed in explanations. For example, if a recommendation
for a pair of jeans were accompanied by an explanation stating “because you liked
red shoes,” the user could scrutinize this explanation [LAW14]. The user could then
correct the given preference statement, e.g., by stating that they actually do not
like red shoes, that they are no longer interested in them, or that they bought them
for a friend. Such approaches can be found not in academic studies but also on
websites like Amazon. Although slightly hidden in a sub-menu of the user’s profile,
Amazon customers can open a page where their personalized recommendations
are explained to them—usually based on previous purchases— and they can then
provide feedback, e.g., by instructing the system not to make recommendations
based on a certain product in their purchase profile.

User Feedback and Control

As mentioned in the previous section, interactive explanations can be a useful start-
ing point for recommender systems to empower users to provide feedback on system
assumptions and, ultimately, take control of the recommendation process. However,
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explanations are not the only way users can exert control during the recommenda-
tion presentation phase.

For example, a simple, yet widely used form of recommendation feedback in real-
world RSs is a like or dislike button next to recommended items, as used on plat-
forms such as Spotify’s6 or Pandora’s7 personalized radios. One downside of such
simple feedback approaches is, however, that it is not always clear to users what
effects their actions have. In the example of Spotify’s personalized radio, a dislike
action removes the song in question but does not result in an immediate change
to rest of the playlist, which could prompt users to stop using the feedback op-
tion even though it might have some positive (yet nontransparent) long-term ef-
fects. In academia, several attempts at including such feedback options have been
made [KLZ15; NFT13; NT14], some of which have demonstrated that such controls
can have a positive effect on user satisfaction [HKN12].

Going a step further, some systems, mostly from the realm of academia, allow users
more fine-grained and powerful forms of control of their recommendations. Such
interactive control mechanisms can, for example, take the form of filtering options
for otherwise static recommendation lists, e.g., based on genres or tags [SKR02;
SSV15]. Depending on the complexity of the presentation itself, more and more
sophisticated forms of user manipulation are possible. In the graph-based visual-
ization system by Chau et al., recommendations can be re-arranged spatially and
categorized in groups [Cha+11]. Finally, as the ultimate form of user empower-
ment, some systems allow users to choose the underlying recommendation strategy
themselves [DPM14; Eks+15; PB15; PBT14; Sha13]. However, as this form of
user control might be too complicated and nontransparent for non-technologically
minded users, such approaches are mostly found in academia.

Persuasion

Most of the previous interaction approaches have been described as mechanisms
that help users, e.g., to make more informed decisions or receive better suggestions.
However, recommender systems can also be a tool for system providers to persuade
users, e.g., by directing them toward products with higher sales margins. To achieve
such persuasive effects, system providers can rely on a range of interaction cues. For
example, explanations can not only exhaustively inform users but also selectively
omit negative information; focus on positive item characteristics, such as a high

6https://spotify.com
7https://pandora.com
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community rating [GJG14; HKR00]; or use persuasive language [GL14; TM07],
such as “recommended to you because this item will soon be discontinued.”

In contrast to such explicit forms of persuasion, a more discrete way of convincing
users to choose certain items is to exploit well-known decision-making phenomena
that can unconsciously bias users toward a recommended item. To this end, primacy
and recency effects can be used, i.e., target items can be placed at the beginning
or end of a list to ingrain them in the user’s memory [Fel+08]. Furthermore, a
so-called decoy item, whose features and price are dominated by the target item,
can be placed in the recommendation list to convince the user that the target item
is objectively better than other items [TFI11]. And finally, system providers can also
exploit anchoring effects, i.e., they can use recommendations as a stimulus that the
user inadvertently remembers when making a decision later on [Ado+12; Ado+13;
Cos+03]. For example, when entering a site, the user could be presented with a
recommendation for a rather expensive pair of shoes. The assumption would then
be that, even though the user might not purchase this particular pair of shoes, they
might later be biased toward a more expensive item purchase (see Chapter 6 for
more detail on such decision-making effects in the context of RS).

Proactive Recommendations

So far, the presented interaction methods have been based on the assumption that
recommendations are provided as website components that users can click on if in-
terested. However, with the growing use of smartphones, recommender systems can
now also reside within mobile applications that can alert the user via notifications.
This active form of interaction—often called proactive recommendation—means that
recommender systems need to not only identify useful item suggestions but also
decide whether newly discovered items are interesting enough to warrant disturbing
the user via a notification.

While many modern applications (e.g., for news, shopping, or video and music
streaming) include such a notification feature, academic research on this topic is
still rather limited. Most approaches employ simple criteria to decide when to no-
tify users about recommendations, for example, based on their current location or
depending on whether they are currently using their phone [Höp+10; Wör+11].
However, few studies have focused on more elaborate approaches for automating
this decision. One example is the work by Lacerda et al., whose shopping deal plat-
form first pushes novel deals to a limited user base to estimate the deal’s suitability
for use in subsequent notifications [LVZ13].
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2.3.3 Summary

Today’s RS designers can draw from a large variety of interaction techniques to
create engaging and user-friendly interfaces for their recommenders. To elicit user
preferences, system providers can passively monitor user behavior; allow users
to rate items; or offer more interactive means of preference disclosure, such as
dialog-based systems. Similarly, on the presentation end, recommendations can be
displayed as a traditional list, in which case each item’s visual presentation and
potential explanatory information can vary. Alternatively, recommendations can
be integrated into more elaborate graphical representations, such as 3D or graph
models, or they can even be delivered as push notifications. As illustrated, these
interaction approaches all come with their own advantages and limitations, which
are mostly determined based on the user’s effort while using the interface, as well
as the designer’s time spent creating and maintaining such mechanisms. In the end,
system providers should be aware of the available interaction opportunities and
the finer details of their chosen interaction methods, since even small changes can
have a strong impact on users’ decision-making processes and the user experience
in general, as discussed in the following chapters.
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3Exploring New Domains With the
User in Mind

Today, recommender systems are applied to a seemingly endless variety of do-
mains and use cases, as explained in Section 2.1. However, with different domains
come different requirements for the recommender system, not only because of
data-related aspects (e.g., novel item features) but also because of changes in user
behavior. For example, in one of the most thoroughly investigated RS application
domains—movies—users exhibit relatively stable preferences, which makes the ap-
plication of long-term user models viable. In contrast, in domains such as music
recommendation, listening preferences can depend strongly on the user’s current
mood or emotional state, which requires the use of more complex prediction models.
Finally, domains such as e-commerce are almost entirely dependent on the user’s
current context, i.e., their short-term shopping goals, as long-term preference mod-
els are often not available. Consequently, recommender systems must be tailored to
the domain, and, most importantly, the effectiveness of a recommendation approach
must be tested per domain, because there is no catch-all recommendation strategy
that will satisfy user needs in every domain.

Thus, whenever recommender systems are considered for use in new domains,
a thorough evaluation scheme is necessary to determine what recommendation
strategies to apply. Evaluations should follow a holistic approach in which both
provider goals and user requirements are assessed in offline and online settings, as
well as in qualitative user studies (as detailed in Section 2.2). In this chapter, a case
study is presented in which such a comprehensive evaluation approach was applied
to gauge the usefulness of different recommendation strategies in a novel domain
from a variety of perspectives. The rest of the chapter is fundamentally based on
the insights from said case study [JJL16].

3.1 Domain and Use Case Description

For the case study presented in this chapter, an investigation was conducted into the
design of a recommender system for a software tool called RapidMiner8. Similar

8https://rapidminer.com
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Figure 3.1: The RapidMiner user interface with its operator selection menu (left) and an
example process model (right). In the example process, data is loaded from
two CSV files, then joined, and a label assigned. A classification performance
evaluation is conducted by splitting the data into training and test sets, learning
a decision tree model, applying the model, and finally measuring the model’s
classification accuracy. In the operator selection menu on the left, hundreds of
operators are available, nested in a tree structure up to six levels deep.

to tools such as scikit-learn9 or WEKA10, RapidMiner allows users easy access to
powerful machine learning functions, pre-processing scripts, and output visualiza-
tions. However, not all data analysts who want to use machine learning techniques
can program, and thus, RapidMiner offers users the ability to drag and drop ma-
chine learning functions into a visual development environment akin to workflow
modeling. Each step in such a workflow (e.g., data loading/filtering or k-means
clustering) is visualized as a graph node, called an operator. A machine learning
workflow—also called a process—modeled in RapidMiner is shown in Figure 3.1.

Even though this form of modeling simplifies the machine learning analysis task
tremendously for users who are not technically minded, finding the right opera-
tor for the task at hand can still be challenging. RapidMiner features a tree-based
operator menu with hundreds of built-in operators and the option of adding cus-
tom operators based on plug-ins (see Figure 3.1). For experts, navigating such a
complicated menu might become tedious over time, while for beginners, it can be
overwhelming.

Consequently, the goal of the case study [JJL16] was to find a way of helping users
to create machine learning workflows by recommending useful operators with the
help of an additional UI widget inside RapidMiner. Such operator recommendations
should be helpful to the user in their current task based on their partly modeled
workflow, and the recommendation widget itself should be perceived as a worth-
while addition to the software by the user base. For privacy reasons, this goal must

9https://scikit-learn.org
10https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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be accomplished based on a partly modeled workflow, i.e., without knowledge of
the workflow history of the current user.

It is important to note that previous research studies have already investigated
similar use cases, for example, in the context of business process modeling [KHO11;
Li+14; LMR11; MM09] or Bayesian networks [Bob+13]. However, business process
modeling entities are quite different from those in machine learning tasks, and
none of the aforementioned studies have investigated the viability of more recent
recommendation strategies.

3.2 Investigated Recommendation Methods

In the case study presented here, a range of recommendation approaches were
tested. In addition to a trivial popularity-based baseline method, the investigated ap-
proaches fall into two categories: basic collaborative-filtering methods and context-
aware methods. All of these more complex approaches rely on a training set of
RapidMiner processes, which were downloaded from an online workflow-sharing
site (details regarding the data sets are explained later).

Basic CF Methods. As a trivial collaborative-filtering method, a co-occurrence
model (CoOccur; as described, e.g., in [SZ08]) was designed that ranks operators
based on how often they appeared in the training set together with operators from
the current partial workflow. In addition, a traditional CF approach in the form
of a k-nearest neighbor scheme (kNN; see, e.g., [Sch+07]) was implemented. To
this end, the current partial process is compared to the training processes in terms
of their operator overlap. Given the k nearest neighbors in terms of this similarity
measure, the neighboring processes can be scanned for potentially useful operators
that are not yet included in the target process.

Context-Aware Methods. Given the specific use case of assisting users in complet-
ing a partially modeled process, it seems intuitive that recommendation strategies
should consider which operators the user has been working on most recently, as
these might provide an indication of the short-term modeling goals of the user. To
this end, several context-aware methods were devised that take into account which
path of operators in the modeling graph the user has most recently worked on.

As a first step, the two existing CF strategies were slightly altered so as to consider
the user context. For the CoOccur method, a variant called CoOccur-CTX was created
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that only considers co-occurrence frequencies for operators from the current editing
context of the target process. In contrast, a contextualized version of the kNN strategy,
called kNN-CTX, featured a modified similarity function that gives more weight to
the overlap of operators on the context path of the target process.

In addition to these modified versions of traditional CF methods, two more strategies
were specifically devised to take advantage of the graph structure of RapidMiner
processes. On the one hand, the Link-CTX strategy works similarly to CoOccur-CTX.
However, instead of counting how often operators occurred together, this strategy
ranks operators based on how often they were linked together in a training pro-
cess, thereby capturing sequential relationships between operators. On the other
hand, a method geared toward linked paths of operators, called Chain-CTX, was
created to focus even more on the assumption that users are creating processes
in a sequential manner. To this end, occurrence frequencies of chains—i.e., unin-
terrupted sequences of linked operators—are counted in training processes. Then,
sub-chains of the current context path are compared to known chains to identify
possible completion candidates.

3.3 Evaluation

As already mentioned, when evaluating a recommender system in a novel domain,
researchers should not rely on a single experiment type or only a few quantitative
performance measures. Instead, recommender systems—and the algorithms used
within them—should be analyzed from a variety of perspectives, both quantitative
and qualitative. In the case study, three evaluation types were chosen to accomplish
the following evaluation goals:

1. Offline Performance Analysis: The above-mentioned algorithms were com-
pared with each other in an offline setting based on historical RapidMiner
processes to estimate their ranking accuracy based on typical information-
retrieval performance metrics.

2. User Study: A laboratory study was conducted in which participants com-
pleted a workflow modeling task with the help of operator recommendations.
In contrast to the first experiment, this laboratory study aimed at providing
insights into how users are affected by recommendations in the RapidMiner
UI, for instance, in terms of their efficiency or confidence.

3. Online Experiments and Replay Analysis: Finally, recommendations were
deployed to the production version of RapidMiner, which allowed for a more
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in-depth analysis of how a large user base would interact with the system.
Additionally, the data collected in this field study was subsequently used to
conduct more realistic offline “replay” analyses.

In the following sections, the above-mentioned analyses are described in detail.

3.3.1 Offline Analysis

The main goal of the offline evaluation was to gain an initial understanding of what
kinds of algorithms could be applied to RapidMiner recommendations. To this end, a
standard cross-validation performance analysis on historical data was performed to
roughly estimate each algorithm’s ranking accuracy and computational efficiency.

Data

Commonly, RS offline experiments focus on predicting user preferences by training
algorithms on a set of user profiles and then testing the algorithm’s ability to predict
hidden preferences of a separate set of test users. However, as discussed in Section
3.2, for privacy reasons, it is unreasonable to assume that a complete history of
workflow models for each user will be available to the recommender system. Instead,
the recommendation component would likely only have access to the currently
modeled process workflow within the RapidMiner environment.

Thus, a data set was created by downloading process models from a community
website called myExperiment11, on which users can publicly share their RapidMiner
workflows. After removing duplicates and restricting the size of the processes, the
data set comprised around 5,400 process models. Collectively, these processes
contained over 700 different operators. However, on average, each process only
contained nine operators (seven unique), giving a preliminary indication of the
choice overload that RapidMiner users face when creating processes.

Evaluation Setup

The field of machine learning workflows is, in many aspects, different from other
RS application domains, which must be considered when designing an offline evalu-
ation setup. The following evaluation protocol was adopted: The data set described

11https://www.myexperiment.org/
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in the previous section—comprising around 5,400 process models—was split ran-
domly into 10 equal-sized bins to facilitate a 10-fold cross-validation scheme. That
is, in 10 iterations, 90 % of the process models in the data set were allocated to the
training set, with which the algorithms could train their models, and the remaining
10% of processes were used as a test set to measure the ranking performance of the
algorithms. From each process model in the test set, a certain amount of operators
were revealed to the algorithms. Based on this partial process model, the algorithms
were then tasked with generating a ranked list of operator recommendations. These
recommendations were compared to the remaining hidden operators of the given
process to determine the ranking accuracy of the algorithms.

Several strategies were used to determine which operators to reveal in the partial
model and which to use as the target operators to be predicted by the algorithms, i.e.,
the ground truth. One of these strategies, called Given-N, was designed to simulate
a cold-start scenario, in which the user has just begun modeling the process. It
revealed the “first” N operators of the process. As the insertion order of the processes
in the data set is unknown, a heuristic was devised that selected the first N operators
from the longest path of the process, as this was assumed to be the path that the
user would most likely start and end their modeling task with. As ground truth,
the immediately subsequent operator on the longest path was selected. A second
strategy12, called Hide-Last-Two, revealed all operators in the process model to
the algorithms except for the last two operators. Again, the longest path was used
as a heuristic for determining the most likely insertion order of the operators. As
ground truth, the second-to-last operator was chosen.13 This evaluation scenario
was designed to mimic a recommendation query at the end of the user’s modeling
task in which help might be needed to complete a more complex process model.

In general, the goal of the evaluation setup was to simulate scenarios that Rapid-
Miner users are likely to face regularly and that might cause difficulties for them
when choosing the right operator. A similar user-oriented evaluation approach
was also be applied with respect to the choice of evaluation metrics: The obvious
goals of the recommender system would be (i) to determine useful operators for
the current modeling situation and (ii) to rank these useful operators as highly
as possible in the recommendation list. Thus, the recommendation measures Re-
call@10 and Mean Reciprocal Rank@10 (MRR) were chosen as hit rate and ranking
metrics, respectively.

12Not all evaluation schemes from the original paper are reported, as the results were mostly similar.
13The last operator was not chosen as ground truth since it is nearly always a simple result output

operator and not a machine learning function.
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Table 3.1: Recall and MRR (@10) results for the offline evaluation; best result in bold.

Hide-Last-Two Given-1 Given-3 Given-5

Algorithm Recall MRR Recall MRR Recall MRR Recall MRR

CoOccur 0.421 0.132 0.499 0.151 0.447 0.160 0.452 0.178

MostFreq 0.425 0.089 0.429 0.116 0.430 0.110 0.434 0.120

CoOccur-Ctx 0.468 0.158 0.499 0.151 0.468 0.183 0.495 0.187

Link-Ctx 0.690 0.419 0.644 0.297 0.690 0.389 0.706 0.391

kNN 0.725 0.222 0.440 0.106 0.592 0.164 0.679 0.173

kNN-Ctx 0.832 0.566 0.271 0.136 0.604 0.370 0.732 0.444

Chain-Ctx 0.852 0.705 0.644 0.297 0.852 0.652 0.893 0.763

Results

Table 3.1 shows the results of the above-described evaluation procedure. In the
Hide-Last-Two setting, the contextualized methods were nearly always able to
outperform the non-context-aware strategies with an average Recall of up to 85 %.
This confirms that the user’s current modeling context is an important indicator of
their subsequent operator choices. Furthermore, the Chain-CTX method achieved
the highest Recall and MRR values, which suggests that considering longer oper-
ator structures can be a worthwhile strategy. However, as the insertion order is
only assumed from a longest-path heuristic, the results might be an overestima-
tion of this method’s true usefulness, which is investigated in more depth in the
following sections.

In the Given-N evaluation scheme, algorithm performances were mostly compa-
rable. Again, contextualized methods performed best. Interestingly, while the
CoOccur method was not even able to outperform the popularity-based baseline
in the Hide-Last-Two setting, it achieved slightly better results in this cold-start
setting.14 Finally, all methods were able to generate recommendations quickly; even
the slowest method, Chain-CTX, needed less than 150 ms on average.

3.3.2 User Study

After gaining a quantitative understanding of how users might benefit from the
various recommendation strategies in RapidMiner, the goal of the follow-up user
study was to investigate the potential of using recommendations in this domain

14More detailed result statistics can be found in the original paper [JJL16]. As the focus of this thesis
is more on how evaluations should be conducted with the user in mind and less on the actual
results of the specific studies, detailed results are omitted at this point.
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Figure 3.2: RapidMiner user interface component used to display recommendations.

from a qualitative point of view. A controlled laboratory study offers researchers
the most flexibility in observing how recommendations can affect the user expe-
rience, for example, in terms of the users’ work efficiency or confidence when
modeling processes.

Evaluation Setup

As a first step toward this laboratory study, a software architecture was devised with
which recommendations based on the currently modeled partial workflow could be
displayed in the RapidMiner UI. To this end, a REST15-based server environment was
set up, in which a recommender algorithm was trained with the data from the first
study. The algorithm could then be queried from the client’s RapidMiner software
via the REST interface to generate recommendations. Finally, the recommendations
were displayed within the RapidMiner interface in a plug-in component, shown in
Figure 3.2. This recommendation list component, from which users could drag and
drop operators into their current workflow, was triggered to update itself every time
the process model changed.

For the experiment, 28 university students were recruited, of which six had previ-
ous experience with RapidMiner. To keep conditions as controlled as possible, a
between-subjects design was chosen. That is, half of the participants were able
to use the recommendation component, while the other half used RapidMiner in
its original form. Furthermore, to focus the experiment more on examining the
effect of recommendations in RapidMiner in general than on identifying the best
recommendation strategy, only one algorithm was used in the experiment. Due to
its quick response times and simple, yet effective reasoning strategy, the kNN method
was chosen for this task.

The following evaluation procedure was used for the laboratory experiment:

15Representational state transfer, see https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231.
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1. Tutorial phase: To account for individuals who had not used RapidMiner
before, a script was devised based on which participants were instructed to
build a basic machine learning workflow in RapidMiner as a training exercise.

2. Main modeling exercise: Given a partial process with four operators, par-
ticipants were instructed to complete the process based on a detailed textual
description of what the process should accomplish. During the exercise, a
number of quantitative performance measurements were taken in the back-
ground (e.g., the amount of time each participant took and how many clicks
they needed).

3. Questionnaire: After completing the modeling task, participants answered
a questionnaire asking them to qualitatively assess different aspects of the
modeling experiments, such as how confident they were in their own solution.
Additionally, the questionnaire for the group that was aided by recommen-
dations contained another set of questions, for example, geared toward how
useful the recommendations seemed to them.

Results

As the methodology reflected a fundamentally different evaluation perspective than
the initial offline tests, the laboratory study provided additional valuable insights
into how recommendations in RapidMiner affect users. Most notably, participants
who were aided by the recommendation component were significantly faster (on
average 2 m compared to 5 m) and needed fewer clicks to accomplish the modeling
exercise. Note that even though this finding is quantitative, it could not have been
observed via an offline study, due to the absence of observable user behavior, or
an online study, due to the inability to control experiments in a way such that two
groups model exactly the same process under the exact same conditions.

Additionally, the answers to the post-task questionnaire were analyzed. However, no
significant differences between participants aided by recommendations and regular
users were found, for example, in terms of perceived task complexity or the par-
ticipants’ confidence in their own solution. Only in terms of the perceived compre-
hension of the task, a difference was observed; recommendation users thought that
they understood the task more clearly. Furthermore, as could be expected, novice
users found the recommendations more useful than experienced users. Interestingly,
however, the average relative improvement in terms of task completion time was
slightly higher for experienced users, which could indicate that experienced users
underestimated the usefulness of the recommendations. Yet again, this latter point
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shows that both qualitative and quantitative measurements are necessary to identify
such deviations between user perceptions and actual user behavior.

3.3.3 Online Experiment and Replay Analysis

As a final step in the evaluation plan, an online experiment was carried out in collab-
oration with the creators of RapidMiner to identify how well the recommendations
would be accepted by a large user base. To this end, a recommendation architec-
ture similar to the one described in the laboratory study was deployed so that the
recommendation UI component could be integrated into the RapidMiner software.
The recommendation feature was then released to the whole user base, and users
who updated to the newest version were made aware of the new functionality by
a pop-up. This pop-up indicated that users had to agree to a privacy policy if they
wanted to use the new feature, as the recommendation server needed access to the
partial process model currently developed in the user’s modeling environment.

As with any online test in a real-world system, the provider company imposed
certain restrictions. The company favored the CoOccur strategy, because of its
low computational and memory requirements. Furthermore, instead of a more
controlled A/B test, the recommendation component was pushed to the whole user
base, ruling out the possibility of comparing user behavior with and without tool
assistance. However, as mentioned earlier, restrictions like these are commonplace
and represent a trade-off that researchers must accept to access valuable online
testing data.

Analysis of Collected Online Usage Data

After the tool’s initial deployment, usage data was collected over a few weeks. To
avoid privacy concerns, the data shared with the research team did not contain
any user-specific information. Instead, to allow an analysis of the user interaction
behavior, snapshots of processes were collected each time a process was altered.
That is, for each completed process, a list of partial snapshots was recorded on
the server side. Additionally, every time a recommendation request was made, the
recommended operators were recorded along with whether the user dragged any
of the recommendations into the workflow. The research team filtered the collected
data slightly, e.g., to remove very small, and thus likely unfinished, processes, result-
ing in a data set that contained around 3,000 processes with an average size of 11
operators. For each process, an average of 43 snapshots was recorded, and overall,
around 80,000 recommendations were made by the plug-in.
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Based on the collected data, a number of analyses were conducted to gauge the
user base’s acceptance of the recommendations. First, the rate of applied operator
recommendations was calculated—i.e., the percentage of cases in which an operator
from a list of recommendations was dragged into the user’s currently modeled
process. This acceptance rate was measured at a promising 7.8 %, which means that
roughly every 13th operator insertion originated from a recommendation list.

However, looking solely at how often recommendations were applied might give a
false indication of their usefulness. Thus, a second analysis was conducted in which
the rate of removals of recommended operators was measured. After each insertion
of a recommended operator in the data set, the subsequent snapshots were scanned
to identify whether the operator was later removed. This recommendation removal
rate was calculated to be 34.2 %, which is slightly higher than the removal rate of
manually inserted operators (24.5 %). However, a reason for this higher removal
rate might be that users were actively experimenting with the new UI element to
test its capabilities.

Replay Analysis Based on New Data

Finally, complementary to the online test, the newly collected data was used to
conduct an additional, more realistic offline performance analysis. Since the new
data set contained snapshots of each process model, the insertion order of the
operators could be ascertained. Consequently, the algorithms’ performances could
be measured by “replaying” the process creation scenario as it occurred in real
time. To this end, the algorithms from the initial offline study were again compared
against each other with the new data set. To measure Recall and MRR in the test set,
the operators of each process were gradually revealed to the algorithms in the order
in which they were inserted by the respective user, and the next operator in line to
be inserted was used as ground truth. Furthermore, at this stage, contextualized
methods, such as Link-CTX, also used the most recently inserted operators as the
modeling context instead of relying on the longest path heuristic.

Some of the methods that performed particularly well in the initial offline tests
performed quite poorly in this replay evaluation—specifically the previously best-
performing Chain-CTX strategy. However, other methods, such as kNN and kNN-CTX,
performed well in both evaluation settings. Additionally, the initially quite poorly
performing CoOccur-CTX achieved the highest overall MRR score in the replay anal-
ysis. Once more, these results demonstrate that different evaluation methods can
lead to vastly different insights.
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3.4 Implications

The case study in the domain of machine learning workflow recommendations high-
lighted several important factors that should be considered when investigating the
application of recommender systems in novel domains. Offline experiments yielded
initial insights into the comparative performance of the algorithmic strategies and re-
vealed that in the specific domain, the user’s context situation should be considered
to achieve accurate results. The controlled environment of the laboratory study, in
contrast, allowed for an in-depth analysis of how the proposed recommender system
would affect users in terms of their work experience and productivity. Finally, the
performance ranking of the online data analyses showed that not all algorithms per-
formed as well as could be expected based on the preliminary offline experiments.
This finding highlights once more that RS evaluation should not focus on a single
experiment type but instead a combination of different approaches.
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4Considering the User When
Evaluating

The systematic evaluation presented in the previous chapter illustrated that user
studies are crucial to gain a qualitative understanding of how recommender systems
affect users. However, as such studies usually deal with relatively fewer data points
than offline evaluations, which feature millions of samples, it is important to be
aware of possible biases introduced by the individual participants.

For example, in a laboratory study on recommendations in RapidMiner, users might
differ strongly in the degree of previous knowledge about the software. Given an
incidentally skewed distribution of experts and novices within the treatment groups,
the results of such a user study might be biased, leading to incorrect conclusions
about algorithm performance. Thus, well-known potential sources of biases, such
as varying levels of domain expertise, should be accounted for. In the RapidMiner
study, this was done by asking participants to self-report their expertise and checking
that none of the treatment groups were dominated by either experts or novices.

However, not all sources of biases are so obvious. For example, similar to the
way that results can be biased because of varying degrees of domain expertise,
participants might also cause a bias because of their level of familiarity with the
recommended items. If, for instance, a recommender system in a study about
movie recommendations were to recommend an obscure Spanish silent movie, most
participants would likely rate it poorly, even though the movie could be a secret
gem that they might enjoy. If by chance, however, a participant had watched this
movie before, the likelihood of a good rating would be higher due to that person’s
familiarity with the item.

Note that this bias can only occur in user studies in which participants are asked
to state their “potential” enjoyment of the recommended item, which is a common
experimental approach in the field. This is because, in domains such as movies, it
is impossible to allow study participants to watch the whole movie and then rate
it. Instead, they are usually asked to rate the item according to their hypotheti-
cal enjoyment based on supplementary data, such as item descriptions, metadata,
or trailers.
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Based on this problem setting, the research question investigated in the study pre-
sented in this chapter [JLJ15b] was the following: Are study participants’ ratings
of movie recommendations biased based on whether they have previously watched the
respective movies?

4.1 Study Setup

To investigate this question, a three-step study design was adopted, similar to previ-
ous studies in the field [CGT13; Eks+14; Sai+13]. In the first phase, participants
could enter their movie preferences into the system. To this end, they had to rate
15 movies on a scale of 1 to 5 stars with half-star increments. Next, each participant
was presented with 10 movie recommendations, for which supplementary informa-
tion was provided, such as the actors, the genre, a plot synopsis, and a trailer. For
each of these recommendations, participants had to assign a star rating and state
whether they had watched the movie previously. Finally, the participants answered
a questionnaire about the recommender system as a whole, for instance, regarding
recommendation diversity, surprise, transparency, and ease of use.

4.1.1 Algorithms

The study followed a between-subjects design with five widely used algorithms
for comparison, from which one was randomly assigned to each participant. The
algorithms employed in the experiment were the following:

• A non-personalized popularity-based baseline;

• SlopeOne, a simple and efficient CF method [LM05];

• FunkSVD, a CF approach based on matrix factorization [Fun06];

• Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR), a more recent CF strategy that opti-
mizes item rankings [Ren+09]; and

• A content-based approach utilizing IMDb16 content data.

4.1.2 Data Set

For training purposes, the above-mentioned CF methods require not only the par-
ticipants’ movie ratings but also a set of community ratings to learn a model. To
this end, the well-known MovieLens 10M data set17 was used, which contains 10

16https://imdb.com
17https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/10m/
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million movie ratings. A subset was created by removing obscure movies, result-
ing in around 400,000 ratings. For the remaining movies in the subset, content
data was crawled from IMDb to (i) calculate movie similarity for the content-based
approach and (ii) display descriptive information about the recommended movies
to participants.

4.1.3 Participants

The experiment was conducted on the crowdsourcing platform Mechanical Turk18,
where work-from-home employees offer their time to potential employers in ex-
change for money. Recently, hiring crowd workers to participate in online studies
has become increasingly common [BTG18]. In the study, the compensation for each
worker was set to US$ 1.50, and since the platform has a reputation of attracting
careless workers, a few countermeasures were taken to ensure that participants
were paying attention. For example, non-existent movies were included in the
initial preference elicitation phase. If participants rated one of these fake movies,
they were excluded from the study. Overall, 175 participants accepted the task,
of which 96 passed all attention checks, resulting in around 20 participants per
treatment condition.

4.2 Results

Even though the performance results of the individual algorithms are not the fo-
cus of this thesis, a short summary of key insights is presented here as context
for the following analyses. Afterward, observations regarding the familiarity bias
are discussed.

4.2.1 General Observations

In terms of the average ratings assigned by the participants to the recommended
movies, surprisingly, the non-personalized recommendations of the popularity base-
line were the clear (and statistically significant) winner (see Figure 4.1). The BPR
approach, which is also known to recommend rather popular movies, placed sec-
ond. This might indicate that in the given study setup and with the sample of
crowd workers, item popularity plays an unusually important role in participants’
perceived recommendation accuracy. The content-based strategy and the other two
CF approaches performed notably more poorly, which is surprising, as FunkSVD is

18https://www.mturk.com
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Figure 4.1: Results of the user study. The diagram illustrates, side by side, the average
ratings assigned by the participants to the recommended movies, along with
the percentage of recommended movies that had previously been watched. The
correlation between the two data series is ρ = 0.6.

specifically known as a consistently well-performing strategy in terms of predicting
what users like, particularly in the movie domain.

Additionally, based on the participants’ answers to the final questionnaire, quali-
tative observations regarding the algorithms’ levels of diversity, surprise, and per-
ceived transparency can be made. In terms of perceived transparency, the algorithm
ranking mirrored the accuracy ranking. In contrast, in terms of diversity and the
surprise factor, the BPR approach and the popularity baseline scored the lowest, thus
resulting in a nearly reversed ranking. A possible interpretation of these results is
that—while approaches that rely on more popular movie recommendations cannot
provide the most explorative experience—their reasoning is easy to understand for
users. This higher level of perceived transparency, in turn, might ultimately be a
contributing factor to the algorithms’ higher average accuracy ranking.

4.2.2 Effect of Familiarity Bias

While the popularity of recommendations might have contributed to the higher
accuracy ratings for algorithms such as BPR due to the general mass appeal of the
recommended movies, another reason participants perceived these recommenda-
tions as a better fit could be rooted in the recognizability of such popular movies.
In fact, coincidentally, the two strategies that received the highest ratings also rec-
ommended movies that participants had already watched in more than 90 % of the
cases. In contrast, 74 % of the recommendations of the content-based approach
had been watched by the participants and only 52 % and 27 % for FunkSVD and
SlopeOne, respectively. These results are, again, shown side-by-side in Figure 4.1.
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Noticeably, the ranking of the algorithms according to this familiarity percentage
falls in line with the ranking according to the average accuracy ratings. A possible
interpretation could be that, in the given study setting, in which participants’ rat-
ings were not based on the actual consumption of the movie but on an informed
decision based on the provided description, the participants might have inadver-
tently assigned higher ratings to movies that they had already watched. In contrast,
movies that were new to them (but might actually be a suitable fit for their prefer-
ences) could have been at a disadvantage, as reading a description or watching a
trailer cannot replace the positive sensation of actually watching the whole movie.
Consequently, as supported by the qualitative results from the questionnaire, un-
familiar movies might have been perceived as slightly more surprising or niche
than they objectively “deserved,” which would have introduced a familiarity bias
into the data.

Based on the collected rating data, another more detailed analysis was possible.
When splitting the participants’ perceived accuracy ratings into those for movies
that had and had not been previously watched, an interesting effect was observed.
For some algorithms, the difference in accuracy for familiar and unfamiliar recom-
mendations was not very high, while for others—specifically FunkSVD—the accu-
racy for unfamiliar movies was much lower. This corroborates the observation that
FunkSVD tends to recommend niche movies, which might be more prone to receiving
a poor rating if the only form of familiarization is a description and trailer. Finally,
as expected, the algorithms’ familiarity levels correlated highly with the assigned
ratings (ρ = 0.60), as well as with further qualitative variables from the question-
naire, such as intention to reuse (ρ = 0.40), tendency to recommend the system to
a friend (ρ = 0.55), and the overall perceived preference match of the system as a
whole (ρ = 0.68).

4.3 Implications

Overall, the results show that item familiarity can be a biasing—and potentially
confounding—factor in user studies on recommender systems. Care should be taken
to account for the user’s familiarity with each of the recommended items when
analyzing the collected data. However, given the potential severity of this bias in
any given domain, accounting for it might not be enough. In fact, a similar study was
recently conducted in the domains of music and movies [Loe+18], whose results
are in line with the study presented here [JLJ15b]. Overall, evidence indicates that
the results of studies that ask users to rate recommended items without consuming
them should be considered carefully, as there might be hidden biases.
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To avoid such biases, study designs should take them into account from the begin-
ning. For example, in the music domain, the study setup could allocate extra time
to let users actually listen to each recommended music track in its entirety to avoid
a familiarity bias. In other domains, such as movies, consuming the recommended
items during the study is often not feasible. Thus, the only option that remains is
for researchers to be aware of the bias and control it as much as possible.
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5Modeling Multifaceted User
Preferences

Previous chapters have shown that on the one hand, certain user characteristics
can introduce biases into study results and that on the other hand, a number of
RS design factors can affect the user experience. For example, in the RapidMiner
evaluations described in Chapter 3, algorithms that took domain characteristics into
account (e.g., in terms of the current user context) achieved better results.

However, designing algorithms with the single goal of providing accurate recommen-
dations might not actually lead to the most enjoyable user experience. For example,
in a music recommendation scenario, a simple approach that recommends only
Michael Jackson music might generally fit the preferences of certain users, but, over
time, these users could easily become tired of such one-dimensional recommenda-
tion lists. Instead, users often prefer a more diverse set of recommendations, which
provides a varied listening experience as well as the potential for discovery of novel
songs and artists.

As music is not the only domain in which considering multiple quality aspects is
necessary to provide an enjoyable user experience, over the years, numerous algo-
rithmic proposals sought to integrate alternative quality factors into recommender
systems [AK12; BS01; JW10; Kap+15; Oh+11; Rib+14; Sai+13; Shi+12; VCV11;
ZH08; Zha+12; Zho+10; Zie+05]. However, one downside of nearly all of these
proposals is that they are fundamentally built on a specific recommendation algo-
rithm, which is then extended to also consider, e.g., diversity or novelty. Conse-
quently, these approaches are often limited to a certain domain or recommendation
use case.

In contrast, the approach presented in this chapter [JJL17], called Personalized
Ranking Adaptation (PRA), was designed as a versatile post-processing strategy
that can be used to re-arrange recommendation lists produced by any state-of-the-
art recommendation approach, for example, to make them more diverse. In fact,
the proposed approach goes one step further. Keeping with the example of diversity,
PRA is built on the assumption that more diversity is not always better. Instead, the
algorithm uses each individual user’s previous preferences as a template to determine
the appropriate level of such quality factors in the recommendation list. For example,
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in the music domain, the algorithm could try to achieve the same level of artist
diversity in the recommendation lists as in each user’s individual listening history.

Depending on the domain, such adjustments cannot be achieved without trading off
a certain amount of accuracy. For example, in a movie recommendation scenario,
changing the popularity characteristics of the recommendation list can increase the
risk of recommending obscure movies, which users might not be willing to try. Thus,
experiments are necessary to determine the proposed strategy’s potential to keep
accuracy high while achieving the desired effect in terms of optimizing alternative
quality measures. This chapter describes the algorithm’s design and the results of
empirical evaluations to test its effectiveness.

5.1 Algorithmic Approach

The algorithm presented here mainly sets itself apart from previous strategies by its
ability to consider individual user tendencies toward, for example, diversity. Thus,
before the actual optimization procedure is explained, an overview of how such
tendencies can be quantified and utilized is provided.

5.1.1 Design Rationale

Generally, the idea behind the PRA strategy is to assess a user’s tendencies toward
certain quality factors so that the recommendations for that specific user may reflect
these tendencies. In the best case, such user tendencies could be captured by
asking users directly about, e.g., their desired level of diversity in a given situation,
as proposed in several studies mentioned in Section 2.3.2. However, as many of
today’s recommender systems do not support elaborate forms of user interaction,
these tendencies must be captured automatically instead. For this purpose, the
system must extract the user’s tendencies based on historical data, such as the user’s
set of top-rated items or the playlist they listened to most recently. By analyzing the
characteristics of items in this preference sample set, the algorithm can then estimate
the user’s tendencies toward certain quality factors, such as diversity.

In the next step, the proposed PRA strategy takes an accuracy-optimized list gen-
erated by any state-of-the-art recommendation method as a starting point and re-
arranges its items so that the list’s quality characteristics match the user’s tendencies
more closely. For example, if a user mostly assigned high ratings to less popular
movies in the past, PRA could move such movies up the list to match the user’s
tendency toward less popular movies.
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To quantify user tendencies based on a sample set of items, different approaches
are possible. For one-dimensional quality factors, such as item popularity, the mean
and/or standard deviation of the items in the set can be a meaningful indicator.
However, this approach only captures how popular the items are overall. To better
compare the distribution of popularity levels among (i) the user’s sample items and
(ii) the recommendation list, a measure such as the earth mover’s distance (EMD)
[LO07] can be used. The EMD calculates the difference between two distributions
based on the number of moving operations required to transform one distribution
into the other. Lastly, depending on the quality measure, more tailored quantifica-
tion approaches might be necessary. For example, to estimate the level of diversity,
the inverse of the intra-list similarity (ILS) measure [Zie+05], which is based on
the pairwise similarities of items in a list, can be a suitable choice.

5.1.2 Procedure

Based on the above-described general goal of the algorithm, the following formal
definitions can be made. For each user, a preference sample set Su is used in con-
junction with a function P(Su), which calculates the level of a given quality factor,
such as diversity, within the set of items Su. Similarly, the top-n recommendation
list is defined as Tu, based on which the function R(Tu), again, quantifies the spe-
cific quality level. Formally stated, the goal of the algorithm is to minimize the
difference

min d(P(Su),R(Tu)),

where d(.) is a function that returns the real-valued difference between the two
tendency-quantifying functions P(Su) and R(Tu).

For example, given the quality factor item popularity, P and R could be set to
capture the mean popularity of the user’s top-rated items and the recommendation
list, respectively. Then, d could simply be the absolute difference between the two
values, so that PRA effectively tries to match the mean popularity of the items in the
recommendation list with the mean popularity of the user’s sample items.

To this end, the post-processing scheme executes the following steps each time a
recommendation list is needed for a specific user (see also Figure 5.1, which displays
these algorithm steps based on the example of optimizing for diversity tendencies):

1. Determine the user’s sample set Su based on their interaction history: for
example, the music playlist they most recently listened to or simply their
top-rated items.
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    1. Select the sample set Su from 
        the user's preferences, e.g., the 
        most recently created user playlist.

    2. Generate a ranked list of 
        accuracy-optimized recommendations.

3/4. Based on the top-n list Tu and the 
        next m items Xu, iteratively swap items
        to match user tendencies from Su, e.g., 
        based on artist diversity in the playlist.

    5. Return the optimized top-n list Tu

        and discard Xu. 

1   2   3  ...

Tu Xu

XuTu

Figure 5.1: Steps in the optimization procedure of the PRA algorithm based on the example
of diversity optimization (based on [JJL17]). Boxes in the cloud at the top
represent songs organized in user-created playlists. The colors of the boxes
indicate the respective artists.

2. Generate a ranked recommendation list with the help of an accuracy-optimized
baseline algorithm.

3. From this ranked list, designate the first n elements as Tu, where n is the
desired length of the final recommendation list to be displayed to the user.
Additionally, define the exchange list Xu as the next m items in the accuracy-
optimized list immediately after Tu.

4. Iteratively exchange items between Tu and Xu to create a modified recom-
mendation list T ∗

u that minimizes the optimization goal d(P(Su),R(Tu)). Per
iteration, one item from Tu is swapped with one item from Xu. The two items
selected are those that if exchanged, would yield the greatest improvement in
the optimization goal function. See also Algorithm 1 for further details about
this specific step.

5. If the goal function cannot be improved further or if the error reduction rate
∆e falls below a certain threshold et, return T ∗

u as the list of recommended
items to be displayed to the user.

Algorithm Configuration. The algorithm can be configured based on the use case
at hand to achieve the desired effect. First, by determining a suitable sample set Su,
an engineer with domain knowledge can make sure that the algorithm accurately
captures the user’s tendencies toward the individual quality factors. Second, choos-
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Algorithm 1: PRA variant which terminates when the improvement falls below
a certain threshold et (based on [JJL17]). In each iteration, all possible swaps
between Tu and Xu are evaluated, and from those, the swap with the strongest
improvement of the desired quality aspect is executed. The notation Tu[i → j]
indicates a list Tu in which item i is swapped with item j from Xu.

input : real et; Array Su , Tu , Xu

output :Array Tu as T ∗
u

repeat
ebase ← d(R(Tu),P(Su) )
∆e ← 0
for i ∈ Tu, j ∈ Xu do

enew ← d(R(Tu[i→ j]),P(Su) )
if ebase − enew > ∆e then

i∗ ← i
j∗ ← j
∆e ← ebase − enew

end
end
if ∆e ≥ et then

Tu ← Tu[i∗ → j∗]
Xu ← Xu[j∗ → i∗]

end
until ∆e < et;

ing a suitable size of the exchange list Xu can limit accuracy losses by preventing the
algorithm from swapping items from low positions into the final list. For the stop-
ping criterion, different choices are possible. The recommendation list T ∗

u could, for
example, be returned when a certain number of swaps have been executed, when
the error reduction rate ∆e falls below a certain threshold et, or when no further
improvement is possible.19

Balancing Multiple Goals. To simultaneously address multiple optimization goals
(e.g., diversity and popularity), the error calculation (of enew in Algorithm 1) must
consider multiple distance functions d(.) at the same time. This can be done by
aggregating the distance values of the individual quality criteria, for example, in
a simple sum or in a weighted or normalized way, depending on the domain re-
quirements. Additionally, more complex error aggregation schemes are possible,
for instance, by allowing the improvement of one factor only if it does not affect
another. In the experiments conducted for the original paper [JJL17], a normalized
sum was chosen when optimizing multiple goals at the same time.

19Even in the last case, the resulting recommendation list T ∗
u might not represent the optimal solution

due to the greedy nature of the swapping mechanism described in Algorithm 1 (see discussion in
Section 5.2.2).
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5.2 Evaluation

To understand how effectively the proposed algorithm matches user tendencies with
recommendation list characteristics, a set of empirical evaluations was conducted. In
the course of these experiments, different optimization targets were tested including
individual as well as multiple simultaneous quality dimensions. Furthermore, the
algorithm was compared to an optimal re-ranking strategy and to a previously
proposed post-processing method from the RS literature.

Data. For the empirical evaluations, two data sets from different domains were
used. Specifically, the MovieLens movie rating data set, which was also employed in
the study described in Chapter 4, with roughly 1 million ratings was used, as was a
music data set from last.fm20, which contained around 3,500 playlists with 22,000
tracks created by 511 users. The latter domain was chosen because it offers a wide
range of quality factors, such as tempo and artist diversity, that might be considered
important by users of a music recommender system.

Baseline Algorithms. As the PRA method requires an accuracy-optimized list for
re-ranking, a number of state-of-the-art recommender algorithms had to be chosen
as baselines whose outputs would then be post-processed. For the movie domain,
two methods discussed in Chapter 4, FunkSVD and BPR, were selected. Additionally,
the more recent Factorization Machines (FM) technique [Ren10], which is based
on a combination of feature engineering and matrix factorization, was chosen. In
the music domain, a kNN scheme based on cosine similarities between playlists was
applied. Finally, a simple algorithm called Collocated Artists Greatest Hits
(CAGH) was selected. This strategy recommends the greatest hit songs of artists
similar to those artists in the current user’s playlist, an approach shown to work
particularly well for shorter playlists [BJ14].

Evaluation Procedure. For each domain, the available data was split user-wise
into five bins to facilitate a standard five-fold cross-validation procedure. The rec-
ommendation list length was set to 10 for all experiments, entailing |T ∗

u | = 10. As
quality factors to optimize in both domains, list diversity, item popularity, and item
release dates were chosen. To determine diversity, the inverse of the already men-
tioned ILS measure [Zie+05] was used. In the movie domain, item similarity was
calculated based on TF-IDF vectors [Aiz03] of plot descriptions, and in the music
domain, artist information was used. To determine item popularity, the number of

20https://last.fm
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Figure 5.2: Selected results of the effectiveness analysis of the PRA algorithm for the Movie-
Lens data set with the FunkSVD baseline method.
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Figure 5.3: Selected results of the effectiveness analysis of the PRA algorithm for the last.fm
data set with the kNN baseline method.

ratings/playlist occurrences per movie/song in the data set was taken as a reference,
which is common practice in the literature [Jan+15]. For the music domain, the
quality factors of tempo and loudness were chosen as additional optimization goals,
as these are important quality factors in music playlists [SC12].

5.2.1 Effectiveness Analysis

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show PRA’s effectiveness results for the MovieLens and last.fm
data sets, respectively. For the figures, the algorithms FunkSVD and kNN were chosen
as examples. However, with other baseline algorithms, similar results were obtained.
Not all experimental results for all aforementioned combinations of quality factors
are shown, as most of them followed a similar pattern.21

The figures show the algorithm’s potential in reducing the difference (or error)
between user tendencies and list characteristics. For example, the value of the left-
most bar in Figure 5.2, 79 %, indicates that PRA was on average able to reduce the
difference between each user’s popularity tendency (according to their top-rated
movies) and the item popularity in their recommendation list by 79 % compared to
the original recommendation list produced by the baseline method FunkSVD. The

21The detailed results for experiments with all baselines and quality factors can be found in the
original paper [JJL17].
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group label “popularity” in the figure implies that for the bars displayed in this
group, the optimization target of PRA was item popularity.

Continuing this line of thought, the other two bars in this group show that while opti-
mizing for popularity, PRA also slightly improved the recommendation list’s diversity
characteristics. However, in terms of the average release year of the recommended
movies, the list characteristics actually diverted slightly from the user tendencies.
This trend can also be observed for the other optimization goals and the music data
set. That is, when optimizing for a specific quality factor, the match between user
tendency and list characteristics with respect to this factor can be strongly improved,
while the other factors either also marginally improve or slightly deteriorate.

However, when looking at the last group, in which all quality dimensions were op-
timized at once, all factors improved, although not as strongly as when optimizing
them individually, which is to be expected. An exception is the tempo quality dimen-
sion, which did not improve when all factors were optimized together, indicating
that there might be mutual interference between two or more factors in the music
domain that prevents the algorithm from improving all factors simultaneously.

Surprisingly, PRA increased the Recall values in all cases for the already well-performing
kNN method on the music data set (not shown in the figure). A possible interpre-
tation is that the quality factors optimized by PRA were not yet captured by the
underlying kNN baseline. In the movie domain, on the other hand, the PRA method
led to virtually no change in accuracy, which confirms that the chosen exchange list
size |Xu| of 20 was well suited for maintaining accuracy.

5.2.2 Comparison With an Optimal Re-Ranking Strategy

As previously mentioned, the PRA algorithm cannot guarantee an optimal solution
due to its greedy swapping strategy. Thus, an experiment was conducted to estimate
how closely PRA’s performance can match an optimal solution. To this end, an
optimal strategy was implemented that simply investigated each of the possible
(|TU |+ |Xu|)! permutations of the recommendation and exchange list item space.

Figure 5.4 shows the results of this experimental evaluation. For each group in the
figure, a different optimization target was investigated. The first two bars show
the results for PRA and the optimal strategy, respectively, with an exchange list size
of 10. The right bar of each group shows PRA’s performance with an exchange list
size of 20. Executing the optimal strategy with an exchange list size of 20 was not
feasible due to the prohibitive runtime requirements.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of PRA with an optimal re-ranking strategy for the MovieLens data
set with BPR as a baseline strategy.

Based on the results, PRA was able to come very close to the performance of the
optimal strategy in every quality dimension. At the same time, PRA was much more
effective when using a larger exchange list size of 20, which was not even possible
with the optimal strategy.

5.2.3 Comparison With an Alternative Method

Comparing PRA with other methods that try to optimize alternative quality factors
of recommendation lists, reveals that nearly all previously proposed methods do not
consider the user’s individual tendencies. That is, they assume that, for example,
more diversity is always desirable [AK12]. In contrast, the approach by Oh et
al., called Personal Popularity Tendency Matching (PPTM), actually takes the
user’s popularity tendency into account when altering the recommendation list
characteristics [Oh+11], similar to the PRA method. The approach by Oh et al. is
built around the EMD, and as the name suggests, the primary goal of the algorithm is
to match the popularity distribution of the recommendation list with the popularity
distribution in the user’s preferred set of items. However, the method can also
be adapted to other quality factors. Due to its similarity with PRA, another set of
empirical evaluations was conducted to compare PRA with PPTM in terms of their
tendency matching abilities.

The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 5.5. In all cases displayed in
the figure, the optimization goal was item popularity. On the left, the average EMD
reduction rates for PRA are shown in groups of three, where each bar corresponds
to the baseline strategy FunkSVD, BPR, or FM. For each group of three bars, a differ-
ent exchange list size |Xu| was tested. Similarly, for PPTM, the accuracy trade-off
parameter c was different for each group.

As the figure shows, despite their different implementations, the algorithms per-
formed quite similarly depending on how the trade-off parameters were chosen.
However, for the BPR baseline, the PPTM re-ranking scheme performed much worse,
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of PRA with the PPTM method by Oh et al. for the MovieLens data set
based on all baseline strategies (FunkSVD, BPR, and FM) [Oh+11]. For both post-
processing methods, a range of values for the respective trade-off parameters
|Xu| and c were tested (x-axis).

potentially suggesting that this approach is more sensitive to the specific baseline.
In general, the results show that PRA can match or even outperform a comparable
strategy from the literature. Additionally, PRA is more generic, since it is not reliant
on the EMD measure and can optimize multiple quality factors at once.

5.3 Implications

The empirical evaluations presented in this chapter show that even a simple, yet
generic post-processing strategy can improve an accuracy-optimized recommen-
dation list by tailoring it more to the user’s individual, multifaceted preferences.
Designing RS algorithms only with accuracy in mind can lead to an uninspiring
user experience, an outcome that can easily be avoided by taking additional quality
factors into account. In fact, since PRA’s inception, a number of further attempts
have been made at tailoring recommendation lists to user tendencies (e.g., branded
as calibrated recommendations [Ste18]) showing the research community’s renewed
interest in this important topic [NS17; Tin17; ZBP18].

Extracting user tendencies toward alternative quality factors from users’ ratings
or interaction histories is only one proposal to create more interesting recommen-
dation lists that fit multifaceted user tastes better. As described in Section 2.3.1,
self-reported user tendencies, as well as the user’s mood, emotions, or even person-
ality, could all be considered in future applications of the PRA scheme to generate
recommendation lists that go beyond a one-size-fits-all approach.
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6Effects of Recommendations on
Users’ Decision-Making Behavior

As explained in the previous chapter, user preferences are not single-dimensional,
and consequently, a range of quality factors need to be considered to design recom-
mender systems that offer an appealing user experience. However, enhancing the
user experience of a website, e.g., by providing engaging recommendations, is only
one way how a recommender system can benefit users. Specifically, in e-commerce
scenarios, in which users often take a long time to make purchase decisions, one
main goal of a recommender system is to aid users in their decision-making pro-
cesses [JA16; KPH15; Sch+06].

In such purchase situations, recommender systems can have a considerable impact
on user decisions [JH09; KS94; Zan+06], which can be further amplified by using
certain persuasive cues [GJG14; GL14; HKR00; TM07], such as persuasive expla-
nations. However, a related topic that is still rather underexplored in the literature
is how recommendations can subconsciously influence user decision making and
whether individual users are susceptible to this manipulation to different degrees.
This chapter presents two publications that investigate the effect of recommenda-
tions on user decision-making processes based on well-known concepts from the
decision-making literature.

6.1 Anchoring in Recommendation Settings

Recommendations can influence user decision making in a variety of ways. On
the one hand, this can happen transparently, for instance, when system providers
display additional explanatory information about certain recommended items that
highlights positive features or the items’ specific match for the user [GL14; TM07].
On the other hand, marketers can use more subtle cues to influence user decisions
via recommendations. To this end, they can exploit several phenomena known
from the decision-making literature that apply to recommendation scenarios. For
example, user decisions could be influenced by recommending less useful items
(so-called decoy items) to make other recommended items seem more desirable in
comparison [Fel+08; TFI11].
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Similarly, the series of studies presented in this section [Köc+18] tries to ascertain
whether the anchoring effect, a phenomenon known to occur in many decision sce-
narios, also applies to recommendation scenarios. Most famously, this effect was
demonstrated in a series of studies by Tversky et al., one of which asked participants
to estimate the percentage of African countries in the United Nations [TK74]. Before
the participants made a decision, a number wheel—predetermined to land on 10
or 65—was spun in their presence. Even though the two events—the wheel’s out-
come and the estimate of countries—were unrelated, the subjects’ estimates were
biased toward the anchor value they saw on the wheel. Specifically, for subjects who
received an initial stimulus of 10, the median estimated percentage of African coun-
tries was 25 %, but for participants with an anchor of 65, it was 45 %. Since these
initial studies, the anchoring effect has been found to a apply to a range of scenarios,
including decisions about how many items a consumer is willing to purchase and
how much they are willing to spend [SD04; WKH98].

6.1.1 Research Question and Experimental Procedure

Based on the above-described insight from the decision-making and marketing lit-
erature, the aim of the series of studies described in this section [Köc+18] was to
investigate whether the anchoring effect also applies to recommendations. More
specifically, the assumption was that the numerical features of a recommended item
(e.g., price) might influence consumer decisions toward an item with similar feature
values, leading to an attribute-level anchoring effect. For example, if consumers were
recommended a high-priced phone, they might be more likely to eventually pur-
chase a similarly high-priced phone, because the price of the recommended phone
subconsciously became an anchor in their decision-making process. The research
question investigated was thus the following: Can the numerical feature values of
recommendations become anchors in users’ subsequent decision-making processes and
thus lead them to eventually choose items with similar features?

To investigate this question, a set of experiments was conducted, both on historical
click data and in a series of controlled user studies. First, the click log data of a
large online fashion retailer that employs product recommendations was analyzed
to identify whether the effect could be observed in a large-scale real-life setting.
Initial evidence was found that the anchoring effect also occurs in recommendation
scenarios. However, since the recommendations on this website were personalized,
the relation between the eventually chosen items and the recommendations might
have been based on the recommender system’s ability to accurately predict the user’s
shopping intentions. Thus, a number of controlled follow-up studies were conducted
on a fictitious online shopping site, specifically created for this purpose. To ensure
that the observed effects did not originate from the fact that the recommended
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items matched participants’ tastes, the recommendations were selected randomly in
these experiments.

6.1.2 Offline Click Log Analysis

Goal and Setup. To investigate the above-mentioned research question (that is,
whether recommendations can serve as anchors in purchasing scenarios), the brows-
ing behavior of consumers on the website of a large European clothing retailer was
analyzed. On this website, the detail page of each clothing item contains both de-
scriptive information about the item itself and a set of recommendations. Based on
the hypothesis that the displayed recommendations might influence the subsequent
shopping behavior of the user, successive user clicks in the data were analyzed for
any indication of anchoring.

In the anonymized data set, clicks were organized in browsing sessions, and for each
click, basic information about the inspected item was given, such as the product ID,
product category, and price category.22 The analysis of the data was thus focused on
three key attributes of each shopping session: the price level of the initially clicked
item, the price level of the recommendations, and the price level of the subsequently
clicked item. Based on these variables, three anchor values were possible. The
recommendations could be more expensive, equally priced, or less expensive than
the initially inspected item. Similarly, the user’s reaction to this anchor could take
three forms. That is, the user could inspect a second item that is more expensive,
equally priced, or less expensive than the first item. In line with the anchoring
hypothesis, the data was expected to show a relation between these two values. For
example, when more expensive items were recommended compared to the initially
viewed item, a disproportionate number of users was expected to subsequently visit
more expensive items.

To control for environmental factors, the analysis was conducted on a single prod-
uct category (T-shirts). Additionally, as mentioned, only the first two clicks of
each session were analyzed, as both later clicks in each session and the final pur-
chases might have been influenced by a variety of other effects not related to the
research question.

Results. Figure 6.1 shows the results of the analysis. The bars in each group show
how often an outcome was observed given a specific stimulus. For example, the
bar on the very left shows that when customers were exposed to recommendations
of a lower price category than the item they were initially looking at, they subse-

22Only the rough price category and not the exact sales price was included in the data set.
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Figure 6.1: Results of the offline click log analysis.

quently also inspected a second item from a lower price category in 25 % of the
cases. Note that, regardless of the given stimulus, most customers inspected a sec-
ond item from the same price category as the first one, which can be attributed to
normal browsing behavior. However, there is still a relation between the recommen-
dations’ attributes and the users’ behavior. For example, when a lower-priced item
was recommended, the percentage of customers that visited a lower-priced item
afterward was 25 %, against only 13 % and 12 % when an equally or higher-priced
item was recommended, respectively. A χ2 test revealed that the price category of
the recommendation and the price category of the second item were, indeed, not
statistically independent.

One explanation might be that customers simply clicked on one of the recommended
items. However, this was only the case in roughly 8 % of the analyzed sessions, and
removing these cases from the analysis did not affect the significance of the observed
anchoring effect. The analysis thus offers a first indication that the attributes—
in this case, the price level—of recommendations might affect subsequent user
decision making.

6.1.3 User Studies

While the results of the offline analysis suggest that recommendations might serve
as anchors, it can still be argued that the recommender system on the website could
have just been carefully tuned to anticipate the next click of the user, indirectly
resulting in a measurable effect. Thus, more experiments were necessary to isolate
the effect in a more controlled environment. To this end, three follow-up studies
were conducted under controlled conditions, in which participants interacted with
a fictitious online shopping site. The goal was to (i) decisively verify the existence
of the anchoring effect of recommendations, (ii) identify how recommendations
produce this effect, and (iii) rule out alternative explanations.
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Isolation of the Effect

Goal and Setup. To isolate and quantify the effect observed in the previous analy-
sis, a user study with 183 student participants was conducted in an online setting.
In this study, participants were instructed to find a backpack for an upcoming hiking
trip on a fictitious shopping website. The website designed for the experiment of-
fered 18 choices with three distinguishing numerical features: weight, volume, and
price. The options ranged from light, small, and inexpensive to heavy, large, and
expensive. In addition, one of the available backpacks was randomly chosen by the
system as a recommendation and placed at the top of the page with the label “you
may like this backpack.”

Results. A regression analysis of the collected data revealed that as suspected,
the attributes of the recommended backpacks were related to the attributes of the
backpacks participants chose, with regression coefficients of 0.157 for the price
(p < 0.01), 0.185 for the volume (p < 0.01), and 0.093 for the weight (p < 0.1).23

This confirms that even randomly generated recommendations can serve as anchors
in decision-making processes. In addition, participants did not choose the randomly
recommended item disproportionately often, which is unsurprising since it was not
matched to their situation or taste. Additionally, excluding participants who chose
the recommendation did not change the significance of the observed anchoring
effect. Only for the weight attribute, the relation between recommendation and
chosen item became insignificant (p = 0.3), indicating that anchoring does not
affect every type of item feature equally strongly.

Search for a Possible Explanation

Goal and Setup. To search for an explanation as to how this attribute-level an-
choring effect of recommendations influences consumers, a follow-up study was
conducted with 72 test subjects. The study was devised to analyze how consumers
distribute their visual attention among the alternatives. To this end, an eye-tracker
was used to identify when participants looked at which items. The study followed
the same procedure as the previous one, with participants choosing a backpack from
a fictitious online shop. However, two changes were made to keep the experiment
controlled. Subjects did not take part in the study from home but instead interacted
with a defined hardware arrangement in a lab environment. The hardware con-

23The participants’ domain expertise did not have a significant (direct or moderating) effect on the
numerical feature values of the final choices.
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sisted of a PC and an eye-tracking device mounted under the monitor. Additionally,
due to the lower number of participants, only two of the available backpacks were
randomly chosen as a recommendation: an expensive, large, heavy one and an in-
expensive, small, light one—i.e., two options from opposite ends of the spectrum.

Results. In this study, the attribute-level anchoring effect was, again, observed.
That is, subjects from each treatment group chose backpacks with significantly dif-
ferent features (p < 0.05). For example, participants who received a more expensive
recommendation chose a backpack priced at e 92.8, on average, while subjects who
received the inexpensive recommendation, on average, selected a backpack with a
price of e74.1. Additional insight into how this anchoring effect influenced par-
ticipants was revealed by the collected eye-tracking data. The data indicated that
participants’ visual attention was directed toward products with features similar to
those of the recommended product. That is, participants with a recommendation
from the upper part of the spectrum visually inspected more expensive, heavier,
and larger backpacks for a longer time.24 One explanation for the anchoring effect
induced by recommendations might thus be that consumers subconsciously focus
more on items that are similar to the recommended alternative, which eventually
influences their final choice. Interestingly, when asked whether they were aware of
the effect, only half of the participants answered that they might have been affected
by the recommendation. However, awareness of the bias did not influence how
strongly the effect influenced the subjects.

Elimination of Alternative Explanations

Goal and Setup. For the first two user studies, in which recommendations were
chosen at random, it would be unreasonable to assume that the personal fit of
the recommended item had any kind of effect on the participants. Nonetheless,
some participants might have assumed that the recommended option was in some
way selected by the system provider for its superior features and that it would
thus be wise to choose an option with similar features [CJ99]. To rule out this
alternative explanation, a final set of user studies was conducted to determine
whether users are consciously biased by recommendations because they consider
them informative. For space reasons, only one of these studies is described here.
In that study, 109 participants were again tasked with selecting a backpack from
18 alternatives. However, to test participants’ reactions to a highly uninformative
suggestion, the backpack recommendation at the top of the page was replaced
with a rolling suitcase. The recommendation was randomly chosen from two rolling

24More detailed results of a regressions analysis are given the original paper [Köc+18].
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suitcases that had identical features to the two backpack options from the previously
described study in terms of weight, volume, and price.

Results. Even though the recommended product in this setup did not stem from
the same product category as the items on offer, the results still showed that par-
ticipants were biased toward the feature values of the recommended product. For
example, participants who were recommended the more expensive rolling suitcase,
chose, on average, a backpack priced at e95.4, while subjects who received the
inexpensive rolling suitcase recommendation selected, on average, a backpack with
a price of e83.1 (p < 0.05). The same significant effect was apparent in terms of
the average chosen weight (p < 0.1) and volume (p < 0.01), confirming that the
anchoring effect occurs subconsciously and not because users deliberately assume
the recommendation’s features to be in some way informative.

6.1.4 Implications

The results of the offline analysis and the user studies show that recommendations
can become anchors that influence consumers’ decision-making processes subcon-
sciously. Even when recommendations are randomly chosen or stem from a different
product category, the studies demonstrated that users are biased toward the feature
values of the recommended products. These findings have implications not only for
RS designers but also for online retailers and, possibly, consumer advocacy groups.
On the one hand, the observed effects could become a valuable tool in the hands of
retailers who want to (subconsciously) persuade consumers in a certain direction.
Additionally, retailers might want to think about how they measure the success of
their recommendations, as recommender systems might have positive sales effects
even if consumers do not buy the recommended products. On the other hand, re-
searchers should be aware of the anchoring effect when conducting user studies,
since participants might be biased toward the feature values of recommendations.
Depending on what is being investigated, study designers might not want partici-
pants to be influenced by the recommendation in such a way, and thus, steps need
to be taken to prevent the effect’s occurrence.

6.2 Maximizing and Satisficing in the Presence of
Recommendations

Besides the anchoring effect, a range of other phenomena that can affect choice pro-
cesses have been investigated in the decision-making literature. An often-studied
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phenomenon is the difference between so-called maximizers and satisficers. Orig-
inally introduced by Schwartz et al. [Sch+02], the general idea is that decision
makers can be categorized based on how they generally approach choice situa-
tions [Dar+09; KFD12]. On the one hand, maximizers usually try to inspect as
many of the available options as possible before they are ready to make a choice;
yet, they are still rather unsatisfied with their chosen option. On the other hand, sat-
isficers just scan the item space until they find an alternative that is “good enough.”
Thus, while maximizers try to find the best possible alternative, satisficers simply
try to find an acceptable one.

In the context of recommender systems, only a few studies have investigated whether
maximizers and satisficers react differently to recommendations. In the user study
by Willemsen et al., which focused primarily on latent feature diversification, the
participants’ tendency to maximize was recorded among other variables [WGK16].
However, the participants’ maximization tendency did not affect how they perceived
the choice process, for example, in terms of choice difficulty and recommendation
attractiveness. Similarly, Knijnenburg et al. investigated the effectiveness of an
energy-saving recommender system and observed no differences between maximiz-
ers and satisficers in terms of, for example, their perceived level of control or RS
effectiveness [KRW11]. However, maximizers were actually more satisfied with
their choices, contradicting previous observations from the decision-making litera-
ture. The study presented in this section [JNJ18] continues this line of research by
investigating the phenomenon in an alternative study setup that focuses specifically
on the differences between maximizers and satisficers.

6.2.1 Research Questions and Experimental Procedure

Research Questions. One possible explanation for the above-mentioned results
of previous studies that indicate no observable differences between maximizers
and satisficers might be the presence of the recommender system itself. More
specifically, the fact that the participants were aided by a recommender system might
have somehow influenced their decision-making behavior so that the observable
differences between maximizers and satisficers became unobservable. To further
investigate this hypothesis, the study presented here asked participants to solve
a decision-making task in the presence of a recommender system. However, in
contrast to previous work, the study specifically focused on objective measurements
related to maximizing and satisficing behavior, such as the length of time it took
participants to make a decision or the number of items they inspected. Thus, the
first research question investigated in the study was as follows: Does the observable
decision-making behavior of maximizers and satisficers differ in the presence of a
recommender system?
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In addition, the decision-making literature suggests that maximizers and satisficers
differ in their information needs when processing a choice situation. For example,
maximizers tend to base their decisions more on relative comparisons than on ab-
solute comparisons, and they refer more to external information sources, such as
expert opinions or social comparisons [Wea+15; WGK16]. To analyze whether these
types of individual needs also influence how users react to information supplied by
recommender systems, the study also provided participants with different types of
supplementary information that explained why certain items were recommended.
The associated research questions were thus the following: Do maximizers and satisfi-
cers react differently to explanatory information provided alongside recommendations?
And, do they evaluate the usefulness of the different explanation styles differently?

Experimental Setup. Participants were tasked with selecting a suitable hotel for
a target person on a fictitious online hotel booking platform. The target person’s
preferences were described to the participants in text form (see Figure 6.2), and the
preference profiles were created by the study designers based on real preference data
from a historical hotel rating data set.25 The list of recommended hotel options was
then ordered via a kNN strategy based on the target user’s preferences. For each hotel,
basic features, such as the hotel’s star rating, were listed, and by clicking a button
next to the hotel, participants could open a pop-up with more detailed information
about the hotel. Finally, next to each recommended hotel, an explanation was given
as to why it was recommended.

Each participant had to make three decisions based on three target user profiles,
and for each decision task, a different type of explanation was provided. The
explanation styles were based on different knowledge sources (see Figure 6.3):
the rating distribution of other hotel visitors (Style A) [Gre+10], a pros-and-cons
comparison of the hotel’s features (Style B) [Kni+12; Nun+14; RRS11], and an
explanation of the recommendation mechanism itself in terms of selected neighbors’
ratings (Style C) [BOH12; Che+13; Gre+10].

After finishing the three decision tasks, participants were asked to answer a final
questionnaire, which included questions regarding the quality of the explanatory
information and questions that captured the individual’s maximization tendency
based on the standard questionnaire items by Schwartz et al. [Sch+02]. Participants
were recruited via e-mail invitations and social media. Overall, 243 people took part
in the study, of which 109 completed the process. After the exclusion of 19 further
individuals who completed the decision task in an unreasonably fast time, reliable
results for 90 subjects were collected.

25Research suggests that maximizing and satisficing tendencies also transfer to situations in which a
decision is made on behalf of someone else [CRM09].
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Figure 6.2: The user interface employed in the user study. On the left, a user profile
description is given. In the middle, the recommendation list is shown. On the
right, additional explanatory information is provided.

6.2.2 Results of the User Study

Decision-Making Behavior. In terms of the observed decision-making behavior,
there were no significant26 differences between maximizers and satisficers. That
is, in contrast to what would be expected based on the decision-making literature,
maximizers did not take longer to make a decision, did not open more item detail
pages, and did not choose items from further down the list compared to satisficers.27

In addition, the decision-making behavior of participants was not influenced by
the explanation type provided to them. These results support the hypothesis that
in the presence of a recommender system, the (normally expected) differences
between maximizers and satisficers are not observable. One explanation could be
that maximizers, who normally want to inspect most of the item space, experience
a certain trust in the recommender system’s reasoning, which leads them to accept
one of the first few recommended items. In fact, the results show that about 25 %
of the participants chose the first available option, corroborating this hypothesis.

Perceived Quality of Explanations. In the post-task questionnaire, the pros-and-
cons explanation style (style B) received the best scores from both maximizers and
satisficers in all quality dimensions expect trust. This outcome is not surprising,
as feature-based explanations have already been shown to generally appeal to RS
users [GJG14]. Looking at the preferences of maximizers and satisficers individually,
26Significance was determined by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) or, where the normality assumption

did not hold, a Kruskal-Wallis test.
27Detailed results for all measurements can be found in the original paper [JNJ18].
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(a) Popularity-based explanation (style A).

(b) Feature-based explanation (style B).

(c) Peer-based explanation (style C).

Figure 6.3: Explanation styles of the user study.

there were, mostly, no significant diversions in quality perceptions with respect to
explanation styles for the two groups. Only in terms of transparency, maximizers
significantly preferred style B over style C. An explanation could be that maximizers,
as already mentioned, prefer relative information over absolute information, which
corresponds to the pros-and-cons style. However, overall, the preferences toward
different supplementary explanatory information mostly aligned for maximizers
and satisficers. Consequently, at least regarding the tested explanation styles, no
particular approach appears to be better suited for either group.

6.2.3 Implications

The results of the study show that not all phenomena from the decision-making liter-
ature also directly apply to scenarios in which recommender systems are present. In
fact, the difference in decision-making behavior between maximizers and satisficers
is a well-researched topic, with some studies that have included over 1,000 partic-
ipants [Sch+02]. However, in line with the results from previous RS studies, the
differences between maximizers and satisficers were not observable in the presented
study, which could be due to the presence of a recommender system. To understand
exactly what role recommender systems play in this context, more research is neces-
sary. Continued research efforts could also help to clarify the effect of explanatory
information, as investigated in the more recent study by [Cob+19]. Here, maximiz-
ers reacted differently to rating-style explanations, which also affected their final
choices. Future studies should thus aim to uncover how recommendations and expla-
nations can be used to specifically aid users with certain decision-making styles, for
example, by reducing their decision times or increasing their choice satisfaction.
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7Conclusion

Recommender systems are an integral part of modern websites and applications.
They are, for example, used on shopping websites to provide purchase suggestions
or on music streaming services to help users explore music they might like. One
key factor for the success of recommender systems is the research community’s con-
tinued effort to find more accurate recommendation strategies, for example, based
on state-of-the-art machine learning techniques. However, the degree to which
recommendations match a user’s preferences represents only one of the aspects
that determines the practical success of a recommender system. Specifically, from
a user perspective, a range of factors (e.g., related to the visual design of the pre-
sented recommendations), the diversity of the recommended items, or the user’s
current context, can affect how users perceive recommendations. This thesis has
presented several publications that demonstrate how recommender systems can be
designed and evaluated from a more user-focused perspective that takes such factors
into account.

Chapter 2 served as an overview of the RS research landscape. It introduced ma-
jor use cases of recommendations; commonly used algorithmic strategies; and the
fundamentals of interactions between users and recommender systems, such as feed-
back and control mechanisms. Furthermore, the chapter highlighted the difference
between industrial and academic evaluation practices, showcasing that specifically
in academia, the success of recommender systems is often assessed in a manner that
does not take the user fully into account.

As an example of a more holistic evaluation approach, the merits of several recom-
mendation strategies in the novel application field of machine learning workflows
were investigated in Chapter 3. The results highlighted the importance of assess-
ing recommendation performance from different perspectives: in offline settings to
obtain an initial accuracy estimate, in controlled user studies to gather qualitative
insights, and in online tests to judge performance under real-life conditions.

However, when conducting evaluations, and more specifically user studies, it is also
important to be aware of potential biases that can influence the observed results.
Based on the example of a user study involving movie recommendations, Chapter 4
showed that participants react differently to recommendations depending on how
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familiar they are with them. Specifically, participants in this study assigned higher
ratings to recommended movies when they had already watched them. Given
that some algorithms tend to recommend more popular movies, this familiarity
bias can, in turn, lead to incorrect assumptions about the algorithms’ comparative
performance. Experiments involving test subjects should thus keep the existence
of such biases in mind and either address them in their analyses or avoid them
altogether with the help of more sophisticated study designs.

Applying a user-focused perspective is important not only when evaluating recom-
mender system but also when designing recommendation approaches. However,
many of today’s approaches simply try to rank items based on how well they fit
the user’s preferences, without considering alternative quality characteristics of the
resulting recommendation list, such as its diversity. With this in mind, Chapter 5
presented a post-processing approach that aims to re-rank recommendation lists
to reflect user tendencies with respect to alternative quality aspects, such as diver-
sity or popularity. The results of a series of empirical evaluations of the proposed
approach showed that it can efficiently balance multiple user-focused optimization
goals while retaining overall accuracy.

Furthermore, while many academic proposals have focused on creating recommen-
dation approaches that provide accurate suggestions or an engaging user experience,
research has often overlooked the effect of recommendations on users’ decision-
making processes. Chapter 6 presented two publications that investigated how
recommendations can subconsciously influence users’ decisions. On the one hand,
in Section 6.1, the results of a series of experiments demonstrated that recommen-
dations can evoke an attribute-level anchoring effect. That is, users can become
anchored to the numerical attributes of a recommended product, such as its price,
and subsequently choose an item with similar characteristics.

On the other hand, in Section 6.2, a study on the maximizer-satisficer phenomenon
showed no differences between maximizers and satisficers, an outcome that differs
from previous insights documented in the decision-making literature. One reason
for this unexpected user behavior might be connected to the presence of the recom-
mender system, indicating another form of subconscious user manipulation. While
these results provide a first account of how recommender systems can influence
users’ decision-making processes, more experiments are necessary to develop an
exhaustive understanding of such phenomena. Further user studies in other do-
mains or online settings could investigate, for example, how anchoring effects of
recommendations could be exploited in practice and which other cognitive effects
can be evoked by recommendations.
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ABSTRACT
Psychological theory distinguishes between maximizing and sat-
isficing decision-making styles. Maximizers tend to explore more
or all alternatives when making a choice, while satisficers evaluate
options until they find one that is good enough. There is limited
research that examines how the existence of a recommender influ-
ences the choice process and decisions of different types of decision-
makers. We report the results of a controlled study, in which we
monitored the choice process of participants when provided with
automated recommendations and different types of additional in-
formation regarding available options.

Our analyses show that none of the differences that were ex-
pected based on the literature manifested itself in the experiment.
Maximizers neither inspected more items, nor invested more time
to study them. Instead, like satisficers, they mostly picked one of
the top-ranked items recommended by the system, which empha-
sizes the value of recommenders in particular for maximizers, who
would otherwise face a more challenging decision problem. The
analysis of the preferences of participants over different types of
additional information revealed that highlighting key pros and
cons was perceived as particularly helpful for the maximizers, an
insight that can be used for the design of explanation approaches
for recommenders.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Psychological theory suggests that people adopt different decision-
making styles [14]. At one extreme, there are maximizers, who
have a tendency to explore many or all available options before
making a decision, whereas satisficers usually only scan the options
until they find a satisfactory one [5, 24]. Interestingly, even though
maximizers, as a result, tend to invest more time, they are often
less happy with their final decisions [10].

Helping users in the decision process is one of the major goals
of recommender systems (RS) [11, 13, 22], and a large amount of
evidence exists on the impact of these systems on decisions made
by their users [12, 15, 27]. While the recommendations of such
systems are in many cases personalized according to the assumed
preferences or personality of users, recommenders usually do not
take possible differences in the users’ decision making styles into ac-
count. There are only a few approaches in this context [6, 18]. They
investigate, for example, the value of providing different user inter-
faces for different types of consumers or user interfaces that adapt
themselves, e.g., according to the consumers’ assumed expertise.

The long-term goal of our research is to customize recommenders
to better support users with different decision-making styles. Exam-
ples of possible customizations are the presentation of larger choice
sets for maximizers or the provision of certain types of complemen-
tary information to support users in the decision-making process
according to their decision-making style. In this paper, we make
a step towards achieving this goal and investigate foundational
aspects by means of a user study. A first main question addressed
in our study is to what extent the observations regarding the choice
behavior of maximizers and satisficers manifest themselves in the
context of a recommendation scenario. Differently from studies
in the field of psychology, the decision process in our application
scenario is supported by a recommender system and the choice set
is presented to the study participants in a certain order determined
by the system. Furthermore, to investigate if maximizers and satis-
ficers have different information needs, we provided participants
with different types of explanations [20] and measured their accep-
tance and perceived value for the different user groups. Differently
from typical user studies on explanations, instead of only asking
participants about their subjective experience regarding, e.g., the
choice difficulty, we also rely on objective measures such as the
time needed to make a decision, the number of inspected items, or
the position of the selected item in the recommendation list.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After discussing
previous work and our expectations in Section 2, we report the
design of our user study in Section 3. The results of our analysis
and our conclusions are discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
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2 BACKGROUND AND EXPECTATIONS
As mentioned, a number of psychology studies have shown that
maximizers generally spend more time on making decisions, yet
ultimately experience more regret and less satisfaction with their
choices than satisficers [5, 24]. For example, in a study about job
seeking behavior [10], in which maximizers secured higher-paying
jobs on average, they felt more negative affect during the deci-
sion process and lower satisfaction with their (objectively better)
choices. In contrast to our study, in which we collected objective
measurements about the participants decision behavior, such as
time taken, many of the influential studies on this topic rely on
self-reported experiences or thought experiments.

In the field of recommender systems, there is only limited re-
search that takes the user’s decision making style into account. For
example, the users’ decision making styles were considered in a
study about diversification for recommender systems [26]. Based
on the applied Structural Equation Model, the conclusion was that
the maximization tendency of the participants did not affect any of
the other measured variables, such as choice difficulty, recommen-
dation attractiveness, or perceived diversity. Similarly, in a study
about an energy-saving recommender system [18], maximizers and
satisficers also showed no differences in terms of perceived con-
trol, interface satisfaction, recommender system effectiveness, etc.
However, in contrast to the psychology literature, maximizers were
actually more satisfied with their decisions.1

One hypothesis that could explain the above-mentioned obser-
vations is that the presence of a recommender system, which pre-
ranks the available options, influences the decisionmaking behavior
of users. In fact, changes in decision making policies have been
previously observed, for example by Schnabel et al. [23], in which
more users behaved like maximizers when they had access to a
shortlist user interface element. In contrast, based on previous stud-
ies from the recommender systems literature, we expect that the
presence of a recommender system can make more users behave
like satisficers, i.e., engage less in search and comparison as would
be expected for maximizers. Differently from previous studies, we
also test this hypothesis based on objective measures, such as the
decision time or the number of inspected items, which has not been
done so far in recommender systems studies [18, 26].

Psychology literature, furthermore, suggests that maximizers
and satisficers differ in their information needs. Maximizers, for
example, tend to rely more on relative rather than absolute com-
parisons and consult external influences more frequently, such as
expert opinions or social comparisons [24, 25]. Thus, in addition to
examining the overall user decision behavior, we also investigate
the effect of additional explanatory information provided during the
decision making process. We compare three different explanation
styles to find out whether they can be useful in the decision making
process of maximizers or satisficers in different ways.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we provide details about the study design and the
recruited participants.

1In another recommender systems study, the maximization tendency was measured,
but in the final model the construct did not converge and was excluded [17].

Figure 1: User interface of the recommender system.

Study Tasks. Based on empirical evidence that maximizing and
satisficing behavior also transfers to decisions that are made on
behalf of others [4], we implemented a web-based system (Fig-
ure 1) through which participants were asked to choose a hotel for
someone else. The fictitious profile of the target user was displayed
along with a set of recommendations, which were computed using
a user-based nearest neighbor algorithm on a historical dataset of
hotel rating data. At the start of the experiment, an initial set of 10
recommendations was displayed, and users could request more (up
to 40) recommendations, which allowed us to roughly track how
many options users inspected before they made a decision.

To investigate if the different user groups have different informa-
tion needs, participants could request “additional information” for
each item. During the experiment, participants were asked to make
decisions for three different profiles for three different cities. In
each round, a different type of information (explanation) was pre-
sented (initially hidden), which could be used as a further basis for
their decisions. The explanations (see Figure 2) were based on three
fundamentally different knowledge sources: the quality perception
of other consumers in the form of the rating distribution (Style
A) [9], a pros-and-cons comparison with other hotels with respect
to certain features (Style B) [16, 19, 21], and information about the
recommendation process itself in terms of selected neighbor ratings
(Style C) [1, 2, 8]. Before each of the three tasks, participants re-
ceived a detailed interactive tutorial on the user interface, decision
task, and additional information shown in the respective trial. The
order of the profiles, cities, and types of additional information
were randomized in a round-robin fashion during the trials.

After participants had made their three choices, they provided
demographic data, after which they were shown three four-item
questionnaires (using 7-point Likert scales) regarding the provided
additional information types, namely, if they found the explanations
transparent, useful, trustworthy, and if the information made them
more confident in their choice. Finally, the participants answered
the 13-item questionnaire proposed by Schwartz et al. [24], which
we used to classify the participants into maximizers and satisficers.
As usual in the field [10, 24], we used the median maximization
scores to distinguish between maximizers and satisficers.

Study Variables. Overall, the independent variables are (i) the
participants’ decision making style (maximizer or satisficer) and (b)
the investigated explanation styles, a within-subjects variable with
three possible values.
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(a) Popularity-based Explanation (Style A) (b) Feature-based Explanation (Style B) (c) Peer-based Explanation (Style C)

Figure 2: Examples of the three types of additional explanatory information evaluated in the user study.

As dependent variables, we used the following objective mea-
sures to assess differences in the decision-making behavior of the
participants.

• The time needed to complete the decision-making task.
• The number of times the participant requested to see a page
with detailed item information (detail requests).

• The number of requested recommendations. For this, we
recorded how many of the four recommendation pages were
loaded by the participant (recommendation requests).

• The number of times the participants requested to see addi-
tional explanatory information (explanation requests).

• The list position of the hotel chosen by the participants
(choice index).2

As subjective measures, we analyzed the participants’ responses
to the four questionnaire items mentioned above regarding the
value of the additionally displayed information.

Participants. We recruited participants via email lists and social
networks. Between October and December 2017, 243 subjects from
5 different countries participated, and 109 completed the study.
The majority of the participants were in their twenties. Most of
them were from Brazil and Germany and had a computer science or
information technology background. We excluded 19 subjects from
the study, because they completed the process in an unreasonable
short or long time. We used a threshold of 60 seconds for task
completion, which we determined as the minimum time to read the
target user profile and make a decision. Additionally, we excluded
participants who took longer than 90 minutes for one of the tasks,
assuming they likely focused on something else during the study.

4 OBSERVATIONS
Decision-Making Behavior of Maximizers and Satisficers. Table 1

shows the outcomes of our objective measurements. The results
are provided in accumulated form as well as separated based on the
participants’ decision making styles and the provided explanation
styles. To test if any of the observed differences across the differ-
ent conditions were significant, we applied an ANOVA test or, in
case its assumptions were not fulfilled, a Kruskal-Wallis test. The
analyses showed that none of the differences were significant at a
significance level of p = 0.05. In other words, independently of the
2The hotels in each city were presented in the same order for all participants.

explanation style, maximizers and satisficers did not differ signifi-
cantly in their decision-making behavior in terms of the observed
objective measures.

Thus, against our expectations and the existing research liter-
ature, maximizers did not take more time to make the decision,
they did not look at more pages showing further alternatives, they
did not inspect more item details or explanations, and they did not
choose items further down the list than satisficers. In fact, from
all participants, about 25% selected the first recommended hotel as
their final choice, indicating that the recommendations were gener-
ally adopted well. The provision of different types of explanations
also had no significant influence on their behavior. While we could
not measure (e.g., through eye-tracking) how many alternatives the
participants were looking at and for how long, the combination of
measures (needed time, request for item details) suggest that there
is no strong difference in the given sample.

As a result, our research leads to the hypothesis that the dif-
ferences between maximizers and satisficers diminish or even dis-
appear in the presence of recommendations, as was indicated in
previous studies in the field of recommenders [18, 26]. One of the un-
derlying reasons could be that maximizers (like satisficers) trust the
recommendations and assume that there will be no better choices
in the lower-ranked options. The recommendations in our study
were, in fact, ordered by their assumed relevance for the given pro-
files, but there was no “objectively-best” ordering where one option
strictly dominates another. Generally, the observed behavior might
also be influenced by our everyday experiences, e.g., when using
search engines, where users rarely inspect more than the first few
pages [3]. Overall, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work in
the field of psychology has examined the maximizer-satisficer the-
ory for situations where the alternatives are pre-ordered according
to some expected utility.

The Effect of Different Types of Additional Information. Table 2
shows the results obtained for the subjectivemeasures regarding the
different explanation styles. Combined with the objective results
from Table 1, we can make the following observations.

Generally, we can observe that explanation style B (using pros
and cons) received the highest absolute scores in all subgroups
and all dimensions except trust. Considering the participants with-
out distinguishing them based on their decision-making styles, the
overall preference was for style B over styles A and C in terms
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Table 1:Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) andMedian (Med)
of scores obtained for objective variables. Choice=choice
index, Detail=detail requests, Reco=recommendation re-
quests, Expl=explanation requests. Results are shown sep-
arately by explanation style and combined in the last row of
each group. Time is given in minutes.

Meas./ Satisficer Maximizer All
Expl. M±SD Med M±SD Med M±SD Med

T
im

e

A 4.69± 3.50 3.55 4.69± 3.88 3.06 4.69± 3.67 3.18
B 6.18± 9.29 4.12 5.08± 4.83 3.40 5.63± 7.38 3.87
C 5.84± 6.29 3.79 4.85± 4.42 3.61 5.34± 5.43 3.64
All 5.57± 6.77 3.84 4.87± 4.36 3.18 5.22± 5.69 3.58

C
ho

ic
e A 5.47± 7.29 4 6.58± 6.31 6 6.02± 6.80 4

B 7.87± 8.21 4 5.64± 5.78 4 6.76± 7.15 4
C 5.60± 5.01 6 5.82± 8.37 2 5.71± 6.86 4
All 6.31± 7.00 4 6.01± 6.87 4 6.16± 6.93 4

D
et
ai
l A 8.73±11.66 4 6.42± 6.00 5 7.58± 9.29 5

B 7.04± 7.27 5 5.76± 7.53 3 6.40± 7.39 4
C 6.73± 6.52 4 6.20± 7.81 4 6.47± 7.16 4
All 7.50± 8.76 5 6.13± 7.11 4 6.81± 7.99 4

R
ec
o.

A 0.76± 1.07 0 1.13± 1.32 1 0.9± 1.21 0.5
B 0.89± 1.05 1 1.00± 1.43 0 0.94± 1.25 0
C 0.69± 1.02 0 1.04± 1.45 0 0.87± 1.26 0
All 0.78± 1.04 0 1.06± 1.39 0 0.92± 1.23 0

Ex
pl
. A 7.82±10.39 3 9.56±12.87 4 8.69±11.66 3

B 9.09± 9.49 6 10.56±10.91 10 9.82±10.19 7
C 8.87±10.37 4 11.42±10.88 10 10.14±10.65 10
All 8.59±10.03 4 10.51±11.53 8 9.55±10.83 5

of transparency, usability, and confidence, with statistically sig-
nificant differences (based on the corresponding statistical tests).
Because style B is the only one that focuses on item features, this
observation corroborates previous findings [7], in which different
explanation styles were compared and “content-based” explanations
were favored over, e.g., rating-based ones, in different dimensions.
In contrast to this work, which used a slightly different visual rep-
resentation, our pros-and-cons approach did not lead to a loss in
decision efficiency, i.e., participants did not take more time when
confronted with this type of explanations.

Nonetheless, even though the participants preferred explana-
tions of style B (for example, in terms of usefulness), this did not
lead to an increased actual use of the explanations. As mentioned
earlier, the analysis of the results shown in Table 1 shows that users
did not inspect significantly more explanations of style B than
other explanation styles, leading to a gap between the participants’
reported utility and their objectively observed behavior.

An interesting side-observation is that the “social” explanation
style C received the lowest scores in terms of transparency, even
though this style reveals the internal reasoning of the underly-
ing recommender algorithm. This indicates that the participants
had troubles understanding the meaning of what is presented in
explanations of style C.

The differences between maximizers and satisficers in terms of
their assessment of the different types of explanations were mostly

Table 2:Mean (M), standard deviation (SD) andmedian (Med)
scores obtained for each measurement across difference
groups (explanation style and decision making policy).

Meas./ Satisficer Maximizer All
Expl. M±SD Med M±SD Med M±SD Med

T
ra
ns

p. A 4.93±1.70 5 4.89±1.67 5 4.91±1.67 5
B 5.56±1.14 6 5.73±1.07 6 5.64±1.10 6
C 5.09±1.68 6 4.67±1.58 5 4.88±1.63 5

U
se
fu
l. A 4.80±1.60 5 5.11±1.35 5 4.96±1.48 5

B 5.67±1.09 6 5.64±1.19 6 5.66±1.13 6
C 5.13±1.34 5 5.00±1.12 5 5.11±1.23 5

T
ru

st A 4.93±1.44 5 5.07±1.36 5 5.00±1.39 5
B 4.69±1.31 5 5.18±1.21 5 4.93±1.28 5
C 4.22±1.43 4 4.22±1.28 4 4.22±1.35 4

C
on

fi
d. A 4.33±1.55 5 4.71±1.44 5 4.52±1.50 5

B 5.11±1.27 5 5.33±1.24 5 5.22±1.25 5
C 4.58±1.36 5 4.62±1.42 5 4.60±1.38 5

small and not statistically significant. Statistical tests revealed only
a significant preference of maximizers for style B over style C in
terms of transparency. One reason for the maximizers’ preference
towards the feature-based comparison of the hotels could be their
tendency to rely more on relative than absolute information, as pre-
viously observed [25]. Overall, except for this special case, in which
maximizers seem to find feature-based explanations more trans-
parent than peer-based information, maximizers and satisficers did
not exhibit different information needs in the given scenario.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
In the presence of the recommender system that we employed in
our user study, maximizers and satisficers did not exhibit significant
differences in their observable decision-making behavior. This is
in sharp contrast to existing psychology literature, but supports
results of previous studies of this phenomenon in the context of
recommender systems, which also observed no significant differ-
ences in terms of subjective measures. If these observations were
generalizable, recommender systems could become a valuable as-
sistive tool to mitigate the problems maximizers regularly face in
decision-making tasks, such as negative affect and regret. How-
ever, further research is necessary to fully understand the effect
that recommendations can have on users with different decision
making styles, specifically in scenarios with different complexities,
assortment sizes, and product domains.

Furthermore, the fact that participants from all groups preferred
a pros-and-cons explanation style, which did not affect decision
efficiency, could be a starting point for further detailed studies
about the practical benefits of such explanations.

Finally, peer-based explanations received low scores overall,
which is surprising, because maximizers are specifically known
for engaging more in social comparison. Future work could focus
on identifying the reason why maximizers did not prefer this social
explanation type and which alternations should be made to better
satisfy their information needs.
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